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Abstract
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The Graduate School

Seoul National University

As the IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) becomes the defacto global standard for wireless local

area network (WLAN), a huge number of WiFi access points (APs) are deployed. This

condition leads to a densely deployed WLANs. In such environment, the conflicting

channel allocation between the neighboring access points (APs) is unavoidable, which

causes the channel sharing and interference between APs. Thus, the channel alloca-

tion (channelization) scheme has a critical role to tackle this issue. In addition, when

densely-deployed APs covering a certain area are managed by a single organization,

there can exist multiple candidate APs for serving a user. In this case, the user associa-

tion (UA), i.e., the selection of serving AP, holds a key role in the network performance

both in quasi-static and vehicular environments. To improve the performance of WiFi

in a densely deployed WLANs environment, we propose a channelization scheme. The

proposed channelization scheme utilizes the interference graph to assign the channel

for each AP and considers channel bonding. Then, given the channel bonding assign-

ment, the primary channel location for each AP is determined by observing whether

the AP supports the static or dynamic channel bonding.

Meanwhile, the UA problem in the quasi-static and vehicular environments are

slightly different. Thus, we devise UA schemes both for quasi-static and vehicular
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environments. The UA schemes for quasi-static environment takes account the load

balancing among APs and energy saving, considering various techniques for perfor-

mance improvement, such as multicast transmission, multi-user MIMO, and AP sleep-

ing, together. Then, we formulate the problem into a multi-objective optimization and

get the solution as the UA scheme. On the other hand, the UA scheme in vehicular

environment is realized through handover (HO) scheduling mechanism. Specifically,

we propose a HO scheduling scheme running on a server, which determines the AP

to which a user will be handed over, considering the road topology. Since a user only

needs to decide when to initiate the connection to the next AP, a very fast and efficient

HO in the vehicular environment can be realized. For this purpose, we utilize the graph

modeling technique to map the relation between APs within the road. We consider a

practical scenario where the structure of the road is complex, which includes straight,

curve, intersection, and u-turn area. Then, the set of target APs for HO are selected

for each user moving on a particular road based-on its moving path which is predicted

considering the road topology. The design objective of the proposed HO scheduling

is to maximize the connection time on WiFi while minimizing the total HO latency

and reducing the number of users which contend for the channel within an AP. Fi-

nally, we develop a WLAN testbed to demonstrate the practicality and feasibility of

the proposed channelization and UA scheme in a quasi-static environment. Further-

more, through extensive simulations, we compare the performance of the proposed

schemes with the existing schemes both in quasi-static and vehicular environments.

Keywords: Enterprise WLAN, resource management, channel allocation, user associ-

ation, handover scheduling
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

The proliferation of 802.11-enabled devices into daily human life has grown exponen-

tially. This condition leads to the surge of the wireless Internet traffic demand. There

have been more and more Wi-Fi access points (APs) installed to cope with this is-

sue, which creates a densely deployed wireless local area networks (WLANs). Since

a representative example is the WLAN installed in a company, this type of WLAN is

called the enterprise WLAN. The enterprise WLAN is not limited only to WLANs in

the companies, but also it can more generally refer to any large scale WLANs in the

schools, public area, government building, etc. In such environment, the service area

of many APs overlaps with each other. Considering the limited number of available

channels, the channel sharing and interference between APs can significantly degrade

the network performance. Thus, the first fundamental problem in the enterprise WLAN

is channelization, which is the process of allocating a channel to a particular AP. Fur-

thermore, when the service area of many APs overlaps with each other, the user may
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have many candidate APs to be selected as its serving AP. If the serving AP is not

selected appropriately, the performance of the network can be degraded. It leads to

the second fundamental problem in the enterprise WLAN i.e., user association (UA),

which is the process to determine the serving AP among one or more available APs for

any particular user. Since the channels and APs are resources used to serve the users,

these two problems can be generally referred to as resource allocation problems.

The channel allocation aims in reducing the interference between APs by minimiz-

ing the conflicting channel assignment between the APs. To improve performance, the

channel allocation scheme may also exploit the latest feature of the 802.11 standard

i.e., channel bonding [1]. The channel bonding allows the AP and station to combine

several adjacent 20 MHz channels, referred to as the basic channels, for their transmis-

sion to potentially achieve higher throughput. However, the performance of the WLAN

may be worse when the AP uses the channel bonding, particularly in the dense WLAN

environment. The reason is that due to the limited number of channels, the channel

bonding may increase the channel sharing and interference level between APs. There-

fore, in order to get the advantage of channel bonding, the channel bonding should be

carefully allocated to the AP. Moreover, to use the channel bonding, the AP should

decide one basic channel as the primary channel, in which the ordinary backoff-based

contention is performed, among the allocated basic channels. The location of the pri-

mary channel also affects the performance of WLAN [2]. Thus, the channelization

scheme should not only assign the channel with appropriate width but also decide the

primary channel location carefully.

On the other hand, the user association (UA) should be performed considering

the WLAN environment. This is because the users do not only access WiFi from in-

door (quasi-static environment1) but also outdoor even when they move in vehicular

1Note that the quasi-static environment refers to the typical mobility pattern of the user. In such
environment, the users may move slowly within a short time duration. After they stop, they tend to stay
on particular location for relatively long duration.
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speed (vehicular environment). Since the characteristic of quasi-static and vehicular

environment is different, the UA problem for those environments should be addressed

differently. The most simple and traditional UA scheme is to choose the AP with the

highest received signal strength (RSS) as the serving AP [3]. This policy, however,

may lead to the load unbalancing among APs particularly in quasi-static environment.

This is because most of the users around a certain location have a tendency to be asso-

ciated with a particular AP. In this situation, the users associated with heavily-loaded

APs suffer from long delay and low throughput. Moreover, there can be lightly or no

loaded APs, of which existence implies the cost inefficiency and the waste of oper-

ating power from the network point of view. For solving this unbalance problem in

quasi-static environment, a number of UA policies or schemes have been studied and

developed.

Meanwhile, the requirement of mobile Internet access from a moving vehicle has

been also increasing. Nowadays, many people enjoy various services from a simple

news-feed to high rate video streaming, inside moving vehicles [4]. Cellular network,

because of its reliability and wide availability, has become a top priority wireless ac-

cess system for providing such Internet service in the vehicular environment. This

has led to the drastic growth of data traffic in the cellular network, causing a traffic-

overload problem. Hence, cellular network operators have been driven to offload the

traffic to other alternative technology systems [5]. On the other hand, most of the users

usually have the limited access to the cellular network due to the high-cost issue. Un-

less the users register for an expensive unlimited data plan, they cannot freely access

the Internet through the cellular network. Thus, not only the cellular network operators

but also the users need alternative technologies being much cheaper.

The IEEE 802.11 standard, also known as WiFi, has become a popular alternative

technology of cellular network. Among the available WiFi versions, the IEEE 802.11p

is particularly designed for vehicular communication. However, as an alternative of
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the cellular network, the IEEE 802.11p is still less attractive compared to the IEEE

802.11b/g/n/ac, even in the vehicular environment. First, the IEEE 802.11p network

infrastructure is not widely available yet. Hence, to provide Internet access using the

IEEE 802.11p, a huge number of IEEE 802.11p roadside units should be initially in-

stalled, which requires a high cost. Second, the commercial end-user devices on the

market do not typically support the IEEE 802.11p standard, which causes a compati-

bility issue. Third, even if it is available, the IEEE 802.11p is not likely able to support

high-speed Internet access, due to its low transmission rates.

On the other hand, the IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac has become a de facto global standard

for wireless local area network (WLAN), and most of the recent mobile electronic

devices are equipped with this WiFi chipset. Furthermore, its access points (APs) have

been deployed rapidly, not only indoors but also outdoors so that the WiFi service area

also covers the road[6]. Recently, such a deployment condition can be easily found in

the campus area, company area, government complex, etc. In such environment, the

users have been eager to utilize WiFi whenever possible as an alternative of cellular

network. This trend is also supported by the fact that the default connection setting of

two major mobile operating systems (i.e., Android and iOS) prefers WiFi to cellular

network [7]. Based on these reasons, we focus on the IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac-based WiFi

as an alternative of the cellular network in the vehicular environment.

However, when the users access the Internet through WiFi in the vehicular envi-

ronment, they may seriously suffer from the frequent occurrence of handover (HO)

events with long latency. The frequent occurrence of HO events is caused by the small

coverage area of an AP [9]. If a user moves in a vehicular speed, its sojourn time in-

side the service area of an AP is relatively short and thus, in order to maintain the WiFi

connection, the user should often trigger the handover from an AP to another AP. On

the other hand, since the WiFi was originally designed for static or semi-static users, it

finds a target AP for HO by scanning all channels. Such full channel scanning usually

4



incurs the long HO latency [10].

It is obvious that the frequent HO occurrence and long HO latency may cause se-

vere connection interruption to users. Accordingly, in providing satisfactory services

to the users accessing the Internet through WiFi inside a moving vehicle, the fast han-

dover with short latency between APs can be essential [8].

1.2 Related Works

There have been many channel allocation schemes in the literature [12]–[15]. These

schemes can be classified into distributed and centralized ones [12]. In the distributed

channel allocation scheme, the AP acts independently to select a channel. On the other

hand, for the centralized scheme, the AP usually sends a report message to the cen-

tralized controller for the channel allocation process, which is done by the controller.

Ref. [13] presents the Linux automatics channel selection (ACS) scheme. Each AP

executes the ACS independently. It starts by scanning all the available channels, and

selects one channel with the least interference for the AP. Furthermore, the authors

in [14] used not only interference level but also the load of each AP as the channel

allocation metrics. Therefore, the AP may switch its channel dynamically according

to the offered load on its working channel. In [15], the authors proposed a centralized

channel allocation scheme. In this scheme, each AP estimates the interference level

of the other APs on each channel. Then, it builds a bipartite graph representation by

using the measured interference level of each AP and assigns each edge with a weight

calculated based on the number of AP shared the same channel. The channel alloca-

tion problem is modeled as a maximum weight matching problem, which is solved

using Hungarian method. Moreover, There is a work in [16] which considers channel

bonding during the channel allocation process. However, the solution is based on a

simple heuristic algorithm which fails to produce an optimal result. In [2], the authors

proposed only a primary channel selection scheme, given the channel allocation for
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each AP. Furthermore, given the channel allocation, the authors in [17] proposed a

selection mechanism of channel width for data transmission dynamically by allowing

transmission with non-contiguous channels.

On the other hand, there have been also extensive works on UA problem for load

balancing in WLANs. In some UA schemes, e.g., in [18] – [21], the load balancing is

an explicit objective. In [18], a heuristic UA scheme for load balancing was proposed.

This scheme marks the AP of which channel usage is greater than a certain level as

the overloaded AP. Then, the overloaded APs are avoided to be associated with users.

In [19], the UA was formulated into a min-max load balancing problem. In [20], Li

et al. stated that the UA based on max-min fairness is not appropriate to be applied

for multi-rate WLAN and proposed a UA scheme achieving a proportional fairness.

Their UA scheme allocates bandwidth to users in proportion to their bit rates so that

the sum of the throughput is maximized. The UA problem for load balancing in [21]

was modeled as a weighted bipartite graph matching problem. The authors used the

channel busy time ratio as a load metric and derived the UA solution using the Kuhn-

Munkres (K-M) algorithm.

Some other UA schemes do not claim explicitly that their objective is the load

balancing. Nevertheless, the UA objectives such as the delay minimization [3], the

throughput maximization [22], [23], or the fairness [24], [25] may lead to the load bal-

ancing as a resulting effect. In [3], [23] and [24], the distributed UA schemes based on

a game theoretic approach were proposed, respectively. However, since these schemes

cannot exploit the advantage of the centralized management, they are less attractive for

the enterprise WLANs. In [22], Gong et al. considered the 802.11n WLAN supporting

the legacy 802.11a/b/g users with a lower transmission rate also for providing back-

ward compatibility. For this type of WLAN, the authors developed a UA scheme for

maximizing the minimum user MAC efficiency, where the MAC efficiency of a user is

defined as the user throughput divided by the optimal data rate of the user. In [25], the
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UA problem was formulated into maximizing a logarithmic utility function of users’

throughputs. Then, a heuristic algorithm based on local search technique was proposed

to solve the problem.

Besides considering load balancing, some other issues related to UA have been

studied for performance improvement of enterprise WLANs. One of them is to min-

imize the negative effect caused by multicast transmission. In enterprise WLANs,

there are many applications taking the advantages of multicast transmission [26]. Typ-

ically, the APs carry out multicast transmission with the rate being suitable to the

user with lowest transmission rate. Thus, a frequent multicast transmission may cause

performance degradation of other users. In the large-scale WLANs such as enterprise

WLANs, since there are many users and APs deployed densely, the multicast users

can be grouped according to the transmission rate. Then, by associating the multicast

users which belong to the same group with as few APs as possible, the negative effect

due to the multicast transmission can be minimized. In [27], Chen et al. proposed a

UA scheme for multicast users. However, this work did not treat how the unicast users

should be associated when they coexist with the multicast users.

Another UA-related issue is originated from a distinguished load characteristic

of enterprise WLAN, which is a drastic traffic change with time in a certain area. For

example, consider the traffic change in a class room (or in a conference room) between

during-class (during-meeting) and after-class (after-meeting). Since the deployment

density of APs in such an area is usually determined so as to accommodate the peak

traffic rate, the APs are likely to be under very low load condition during most of time

while wasting the energy. To reduce the energy consumption and thus the operating

cost of an enterprise WLAN, it is necessary to switch some APs off during light load

condition (e.g., after-class, after-meeting, at night time, etc.). The user association can

be effectively exploited to select the APs which should be put into sleep. In [28], Rossi

et al. proposed a UA scheme which switches on or off an AP according to its current
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traffic load, where an AP with light load tries to relocate its users to other AP in light

or normal load state so that it can go to sleep. An AP having heavy load also relocates

its users to the neighbor AP in light or normal load condition for load balancing. Xu

et al. [29] formulated the UA problem for energy saving into a mixed integer linear

programming (MILP). The main goal is to put as many APs as possible to sleep while

satisfying the traffic load requirement of all users.

The AP sleeping also can be considered together with the channel sharing. If there

are a large number of users with light traffic, the number of working APs may not

be small even when overall system load is low. In such a case, due to the limited

available channels, the same channel may be assigned to multiple APs. In [30], Karimi

et al. formulated a UA problem for WLAN system where the channel sharing between

APs is allowed, but they pursued merely throughput maximization without considering

the AP sleeping. However, by putting mainly the APs participating in the channel

sharing into sleep under light load, the system can operate energy-efficiently while

maintaining high channel utilization. Thus, in designing a UA scheme, channel sharing

and AP sleeping need to be considered together.

On the other hand, in WLAN systems which adopt the multiuser MIMO (MU-

MIMO) technology, multiple users can be served in parallel. Note that, while a tradi-

tional single-user MIMO system acts mainly as a physical (PHY) layer performance

booster, the MU-MIMO technique can be regarded as a multiple access scheme with

which the users share the channel spatially [31]. Recently, Hsu et al. [32] presented a

UA algorithm customized for MU-MIMO WLANs, where they consider MU-MIMO

for increasing the aggregate system throughput. Since many users separated spatially

can be served at once by an AP using MU-MIMO, there is room for more sleeping

APs. Accordingly, with MU-MIMO, the energy saving as well as the throughput en-

hancement can be simultaneously targeted.

Finally, the HO decision of wireless networks has been extensively studied. The
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works in [33] and [34] present comprehensive survey regarding HO decision, in which

most of HO decision schemes focused on selecting a single target AP for HO on the

basis of various selection metrics. Regarding the HO in vehicular networks, the recent

works in [35] – [37] deal with the vertical HO, whereas the works in [38] – [11] handle

the horizontal HO of IEEE 802.11 networks.

In [35], a cloud-based vertical HO scheme for vehicular networks was proposed,

where the problem of selecting a target network for HO was formulated as a coalition

formation game having a Nash equilibrium. Each coalition is associated with a partic-

ular PoA and, thus, joining a coalition means selecting the corresponding PoA. The

authors in [36] formulated a weighted multi-objective optimization problem for a ver-

tical HO in vehicular environments. Four metrics of throughput, packet delay, packet

loss, and price (cost) were used for selecting a target PoA. The scheme highly depends

on instant information of these metrics for each candidate PoA, sent through the serv-

ing PoA. However, in the highly dynamic vehicular environment, this information may

not be accurate, which is likely to cause the undesired HO result. Similarly with [36],

the authors in [37] also considered four types of user preference in selecting a target

network, such as longer connection duration with network, higher network bandwidth,

lower communication cost of network, and service orientation.

The authors in [38] proposed two algorithms for the horizontal HO between IEEE

802.11 networks, namely longest distance algorithm (LDF) and least HO frequency

algorithm (LHFA). In LDF, a user selects a target AP which can provide the longest

service time by utilizing the location information and service radius of neighboring

APs. Meanwhile, the LHFA intends to minimize the number of HO events. For this

purpose, it firstly constructs a handover-graph according to the current trajectory of the

user. Then, using Dijkstra’s algorithm, it finds a set of APs to be connected along the

trajectory which minimizes the number of HO events. However, it did not discuss the

trajectory prediction clearly and assumed that the user always moves on a straight road.
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When considering various topology of road such as U-turn, bend and intersection, the

assumption of straight road is very tight and unpractical, and thus the HO algorithm

can be ineffective in real environment.

The scheme in [39] schedules the scanning order of candidate APs on the predicted

moving path of the user, based on the expected connection duration. The AP which can

provide the longest connection time is scanned first. Since the moving path is predicted

with the last three records on general positioning system (GPS) information of the user,

if the location information is not accurate, the user may connect to the undesired AP.

Ref. [40] utilizes the road topology to predict the trajectory of a user. The road is

divided into several road sections, which are the parts of road bounded by two inter-

sections or a dead end. A set of candidate APs within a road section is prior decided,

based on the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) calculated according to a pre-

defined channel model. However, this scheme did not discuss how to select the target

APs from candidate APs. Furthermore, since the selection of candidate APs is merely

based on the calculated RSS, it still may cause frequent HO events.

The authors in [41] proposed a crowdsourcing-based HO scheme, in which the

moving pattern of a user on a particular road is derived from the past moving data of

the user reported by itself, and this moving pattern is again used to predict the future

moving direction of the user. Then, the AP of which the longest connection time is

expected on the predicted future moving path of the user is selected as a HO target.

However, this technique requires a complex information configuration of the road,

which introduces a significant overhead.

In [11], the authors proposed an AP clustering scheme for a fast HO, where some

adjacent APs are grouped into a cluster with the same basic service set identifier

(BSSID) and then the handover between APs belonging to the same cluster requires

only the channel switching. This clustering-based HO scheme was implemented on

mobile devices and APs, and its performance was evaluated through real experiments.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of the proposed resource management schemes for enterprise
WLANs.

1.3 Research Scope and Proposed Schemes

The scope of this dissertation are as follows. First, we address the channel sharing and

interference problem between APs by devising a channelization algorithm which ex-

ploits channel bonding. The channel allocation is executed in-long-term time manner.

This is because the channel allocation result usually will not change if the network

does not change (i.e., no new AP added or deleted from the system). On the other

hand, the user association should be periodically executed in a shorter time interval.

This is because the number of users, as well as their traffic load and channel condi-

tion, changes over time. For the user association problem, we proposed two schemes

which are dedicated for quasi-static and vehicular environments. The reason is that

the characteristic of quasi-static environment and vehicular environment is completely

different so that a different approach should be taken during UA process. The diagram

of the proposed resource management schemes are depicted in Fig. 1.1. The detail of

the proposal will be elaborated in the following Subsections.
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1.3.1 Centralized Channelization Scheme for Wireless LANs Exploiting
Channel Bonding

First, we propose a centralized channelization scheme for WLANs, which exploits

the channel bonding to improve the network performance. We present an interference

graph generation technique used as the foundation of the channel allocation process.

It includes detection of the direct interference (i.e., the APs located within the carrier

sensing range) and the hidden interferences (i.e., the APs located out of carrier sens-

ing range of each other, but their service area overlaps). Moreover, we also present

the derivation technique of cost value for each edge in the graph. We propose channel

allocation scheme by considering the channel bonding to maximize the total network

throughput. The allocation process takes account both the controlled and uncontrolled

APs. We also propose the primary channel selection scheme given the channel allo-

cation for each AP by considering the static and dynamic channel bonding strategy

to maximize the channel utilization. Then, we assess the proposed channel allocation

scheme through the experiments utilizing the commercial hardware.

1.3.2 User Association for Load Balancing and Energy Saving in Enter-
prise WLANs

Second, we develop a UA scheme for enterprise WLAN (quasi-static environment)

with two goals: one is the performance enhancement by load balancing and efficient

multicasting; the other is the reduction of energy consumption by AP sleeping. We

devise a UA scheme which is simultaneously targeting high throughput performance,

load balancing among working APs, and the energy efficiency enhancement by AP

sleeping, under complicated environment where time-division and space-division mul-

tiple access techniques are considered together with channel sharing and MU-MIMO

and the multicast traffic as well as unicast traffic is supported. We claim that by consid-

ering multicast transmission, MU-MIMO transmission, and channel sharing together,

we can increase the chance to switch more APs off without deteriorating network
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performance. As a result, considering all those factors together may increase energy-

saving. To the best of our knowledge, the UA scheme taking account of these all factors

has not been reported yet in literature. In addition, we verify the feasibility and practi-

cality of the proposed UA scheme by implementing it, using the commodity hardware

currently available. Furthermore, we demonstrate the outstanding performance of the

proposed scheme by comparing with other existing UA schemes through extensive

simulation with various settings.

1.3.3 A Graph-Based Handover Scheduling for Heterogenous Vehicular
Networks

Finally, we address the HO problems of the WiFi in order to provide a low-cost and

high-speed Internet access in the vehicular environment. It is obvious that the frequent

HO occurrence and long HO latency may cause severe connection interruption to users.

Accordingly, in providing satisfactory services to the users accessing Internet through

WiFi inside a moving vehicle, the fast handover with short latency between APs can

be essential [8]. In this paper, we design a new HO scheme for effectively realizing

fast handover between WiFi APs, by exploiting the characteristic that the movement

of a user is predictable with high accuracy on the basis of road topology.

The deployment of APs on a road can be usually modeled as a graph, when the

location and service coverage of each AP are known. Since the WiFi network may

not cover the whole road area, it is obvious that not only the APs but also the cellular

base stations (BSs) should be included in this graph modeling. For convenience of

description, when there is no need to explicitly specify AP and BS, we use a point

of attachment (PoA) instead of AP/BS. Note that the PoAs, of which service areas

are partially overlapped, are referred to as being adjacent to each other. In the graph

modeling for PoA deployment on road, each PoA becomes a vertex and the adjacency

of two PoAs is represented as an edge between the corresponding vertexes. Since the
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moving path of a user may be predicted beforehand on the basis of road topology, the

PoAs that the user probably passes through while moving on a road also can be easily

identified from the PoA adjacency graph for the road. Thus, it is possible to determine

a sequence list of target PoAs for HO, in advance before the vehicle of user enters the

road. In this paper, we regard a sequence list of target PoAs for HO as a HO schedule.

Such a prior HO scheduling can lead to a fast HO because a relatively long time is

usually needed to search a next target PoA for HO.

On the other hand, since a real topology of road is actually various and some-

what complex and, furthermore, the moving path of a user changes over time, a single

graph modeling of the entire road is ineffective from a HO scheduling perspective.

Thus, partitioning a road into several small segments being appropriate to efficient HO

scheduling is very important. We, in this paper, suggest a road partitioning scheme and

systematically develop a PoA adjacency graph for each road segment. In such a graph,

the edge from a PoA a to another PoA b means that the handover from PoA a to PoA

b is possible and the weight value of the edge represents the cost of the corresponding

HO. Note that the HO cost should be well mapped onto the objectives of HO schedul-

ing, so that the objectives can be achieved by merely selecting a minimal cost path for

the given PoA adjacency graph. In this paper, we also transform our HO scheduling

objectives to the HO cost, which is assigned to each edge of the graph.

One of our HO scheduling objectives is to minimize the number of HO events for

avoiding frequent HO occurrence. We also aim at minimizing the total HO latency

that a user will experience while passing through a road segment. To this end, we

assign the lower weight to the edge of the HO type with shorter execution process.

Note that the HO process between APs with the same IP subnet address (so-called the

L2 HO) has fewer execution steps than the HO between APs with respective different

subnet addresses (so-called the L3 HO), because the L3 HO requires an additional

DHCP process for getting a new IP address. As a result, the L3 HO events need longer
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execution time and we try to reduce the L3 HO events in HO scheduling. In addition,

the AP with fewer users is preferred as a target AP for HO, because the users can get

the higher opportunity of accessing the channel from mitigated competition. Also, the

APs rather than BS are preferred so that the users can enjoy mobile Internet access

with cheaper fee. Thus, we assign the lower weight to the edge for any AP than BS

and to the edge for the AP with fewer users.

Based on a directed graph representing both the adjacency relationship of PoAs

and the HO cost between them, the proposed HO scheduling problem is formulated as

a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) for finding a sequence list of PoAs with

a minimum cost and is solved by a central scheduling server.

Before entering a particular road segment, a user requests its HO schedule for the

segment to the scheduling server and receives a sequence list of target PoAs together

with their working channels. While moving on the road segment, as soon as the con-

nection with its current serving PoA becomes unstable, the user can try a connection to

the next PoA, without a long-time HO step for searching a target PoA. This realizes a

very fast and efficient handover in high-speed vehicular environment. Moreover, since

the cental sever is responsible for HO scheduling of all users, the users are free from

the burden calculating their HO schedules, with no need of individually storing the

graphs for all road segments.

The contributions can be summarized as follows. The HO scheduling scheme for

the heterogeneous vehicular network is proposed. The proposed scheme considers the

IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac-based WiFi as an alternative of the cellular network, instead of

the IEEE 802.11p. Thus, it requires a relatively low deployment cost and it is di-

rectly applicable. Then, we systematically develop a graph model for PoA deployment

around a road considering on a complex structure of real roads, which include straight,

curve, intersection, and u-turn. Based on the generated graph, a HO schedule of a user

is determined in advance before the vehicle of the user enters the road. Moreover, the
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Figure 1.2: Resource allocation procedure for enterprise WLANs.

HO scheduling problem is formulated so as to maximize the connection time on WiFi

and minimize the total HO latency while taking account of local load balancing. This

makes the fast handover possible and, in turn, enables the users in a moving vehicle to

enjoy Internet access with cheap fee. We also provide the detail HO operation utiliz-

ing the computed HO schedule in the vehicular environment which include a delivery

of HO schedule and a HO event triggering. Finally, we assessed the effectiveness of

the proposed HO scheme under a practical scenario of heterogeneous WiFi/cellular

network on a real road topology.

Finally, Fig. 1.2 depicts the complete procedure of the proposed resource alloca-

tion for enterprise WLANs. The channelization scheme should be executed based on

certain trigger. For example during the network initialization phase or when there is

network changes (i.e., new APs being added or deleted). On the other hand, the user

association for quasi-static environment is executed per-certain interval of time. More-

over, it can be also executed when certain AP experiences overloaded condition so that

the load will be balanced. Meanwhile, the HO scheduling scheme in the vehicular en-

vironment should be executed based on the request from the users. When the user joins

the network or approach end of the road segment, the user sends HO request message.
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Then, the server calculates the HO schedule to be sent the corresponding user. Note

that the communication between the server and user are always conducted through the

serving AP of the corresponding user.

1.4 Organization

The reminder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 address describes the pro-

pose centralized channelization scheme for wireless LANs exploiting channel bond-

ing. Section 2.1 elaborates the system model and Section 2.2 discuss the channel shar-

ing and bonding condition. The proposed channelization scheme is given in Section

2.3. Then, Section 2.4 presents the detail implementation of the proposed channeliza-

tion scheme.

In Chapter 3, we present the proposed user association for load balancing and

energy saving in enterprise wireless LANs. We start by giving the system model in

Section 3.1. Section 3.2 elaborates the detail of the user association probem and the

proposed user association algorithm is presented in Seciont 3.3. We give the detail

implementation of the proposed user association scheme in Section 3.4.

The graph-based handover scheduling for heterogenous vehicular networks is pre-

sented in Chapter 4. The system model and graph-based modeling technique are pre-

sented in Section 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Then, Section 4.3 describes the handover

scheduling problem for target AP selection. The proposed handover scheduling algo-

rithm is described in Section 4.4.

In Chapter 5, we discuss the performance evaluation for the proposed schemes. The

performance evaluation metrics is presented in Section 5.1. In section, 5.2 we shows

the results from experiment utilizing the test beds. The performance results from the

simulation are presented in Sectoin 5.3. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Centralized Channelization Scheme for
Wireless LANs Exploiting Channel
Bonding

2.1 System Model

We consider the WLANs which consist of a set of controlled APs denoted byM, and

a set of uncontrolled APs denoted by E , randomly deployed within a particular service

area. The controlled APs are connected with the wired link to and managed by a cen-

tralized controller. On the other hand, the uncontrolled APs are the independent APs

besides the controlled APs, which exist within the deployment area of the controlled

APs.

Furthermore, C denotes the set of all available channels, where C is a subset of

the set of allowable channels defined by the 802.11 standards including all the basic

channels and possible channel bonding options1. We number the channels in C with

the index between 1 and |C| in consecutive order, starting with all the basic channels,

1The 802.11 standard defines a fixed possible combinations of channel with width 20 MHz, 40 MHz,
80 MHz, and 160 MHz. Thus, the set of channels for allocation should be drawn from these combinations.
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Figure 2.1: Channel indexing given the example set of available channels (C) in 5 GHz.

the channel with width 40 MHz, 80 MHz, and 160 MHz. Fig. 2.1 shows the channel

indexing (index 1 ∼ 16), given the example set of available channels (C) in 5 GHz.

A channel-c, where c ∈ C, consists of one or more basic channels. The starting and

ending basic channel index of channel-c are isc and iec, respectively. isc = iec, if channel-

c consists of a single basic channel. Two channels in C may overlap with each other

if those channels have at least one common basic channel. The overlapping indicator

for channel-c and channel-d is denoted by λcd , where λcd = 1 if the channel-c and

channel-d are overlapped; otherwise λcd = 0.

The channel assigned to an AP-a is denoted by ca. The allocation indicator of

channel-c to AP-a, a∈M,c∈C is denoted by xac. xac = 1, if AP-a is assigned channel-

c; otherwise xac = 0. On the other hand, the allocation indicator of channel-c to AP-b,

b∈E ,c∈C is denoted by ybc. ybc = 1, if AP-b is assigned channel-c; otherwise ybc = 0.

Moreover, the primary channel index of the uncontrolled AP-b is denoted by pb. For

the uncontrolled AP-b, the cb, pb, iscb
, iecb

and ybc are known to the centralized controller

in advance. This information can be observed from the beacon frame transmitted peri-

odically by the corresponding AP. Therefore, the cb, pb, iscb
, iecb

, and ybc, where b ∈ E ,

are all given parameters. Table 2.1 presents the summary of some notations used within

the paper.
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Table 2.1: Notations

Symbol Description

M,E Set of controlled and uncontrolled APs, respectively
C Set of all available channels

isc, i
e
c Starting and ending index of the basic channel which construct

the channel-c, respectively
λcd Overlapping indicator for channel-c and channel-d
ca Channel assigned to the AP-a

W(c) Number of basic channels in channel-c
pb Primary channel index of the AP-b, b ∈ E

xac,ybc Assignment indicator of the channel-c to the AP-a,a ∈M and
AP-b,b ∈ E , respectively

βa j Primary channel assignment indicator of the basic channel with
index- j to the AP-a

ρab Direct interference indicator of AP-a and AP-b
υab Hidden interference indicator of AP-a and AP-b
δab Cost value of directed edge from AP-a to AP-b
rc Estimated transmission rate using channel-c

SFc
a Sharing factor of the AP-a assigned channel-c

Ia,M Set of interference sources of AP-a which belong to the controlled
APs

Ia,E Set of interference sources of AP-a which belong the uncontrolled
APs
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2.2 Channel Sharing and Bonding

In this section, we discuss the channel sharing and bonding which affect the channel-

ization process for WLANs.

2.2.1 Interference between APs

To assign the channel to the APs accurately, we have to observe the relation between

APs regarding the interference which an AP can cause to the other APs. This rela-

tionship can be learned through an interference graph. In this work, the interference

graph is a directed graph, in which a vertex represents the AP and a directed edge from

AP-a to AP-b means that AP-a is the interference source of AP-b. We classify the

interference relation between APs into two categories: direct and hidden interference.

The AP-a is a direct interference source of the AP-b if the AP-a is located within the

carrier sensing range of the AP-b. On the other hand, the AP-a is a hidden interference

source of the AP-b if the AP-a is not located within the carrier sensing range of the

AP-b, but some of the service area of the AP-a and AP-b overlaps each other.

The indicators for direct and hidden interference relation between AP-a and AP-b

are ρab and υab, respectively. ρab = 1, if the AP-a is the direct interference source of

AP-b; otherwise ρab = 0. Moreover, υab = 1, if the AP-a is the hidden interference

source of AP-b; otherwise υab = 0. The directed edge from the AP-a to the AP-b is

assigned a cost value denoted by δab. δab = 1, if the AP-a is the direct interference

source of the AP-b. On the other hand, if the AP-a is the hidden interference source of

the AP-b, 0 < δab < 1. The derivation of the exact cost value for hidden interference

case will be discussed in the next section.

2.2.2 Channel Sharing

The implication of assigning the same or overlapped channel to the APs, which are di-

rect or hidden interference source of each other, is the channel sharing condition. The
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AP should share the channel with the other APs which are its direct or hidden interfer-

ence source. The probability of an AP to access the channel depends on the number of

interference sources (APs) with the same or the overlapped channel. The sum of total

cost contribution of these interference sources including the cost contribution of the

respective AP will also be referred to as the sharing factor (SF).

Now let us calculate the SF of an AP when it is assigned a particular channel. The

direct and hidden interference source make a different contribution to the SF. For the

case of the direct interference, an AP can not transmit (perform backoff) if one of its

direct interference sources is transmitting. On the other hand, for the case of hidden

interference source, only the users located in the overlapped service area of two APs

are affected. This contribution is reflected through the cost value of the directed edge.

Therefore, the SF of the AP-a assigned with channel-c is calculated as in Eq. (2.1).

SFc
a =1+ ∑

b∈M,a6=b
(ρba +υba) ∑

d∈C
xbdλcdδba+

∑
b∈E

(ρba +υba) ∑
d∈C

ybaλcdδba. (2.1)

The value 1 in Eq. (2.1) accounts for the AP-a itself. The second term accounts for

the total contribution of the direct and hidden interference sources of the other con-

trolled APs. The third terms account for the total contribution of the direct and hidden

interference sources of the uncontrolled APs. Thus, the access probability of AP-a on

the channel-c can be estimated as 1
SFc

a
. To improve the performance, an AP should be

assigned a channel with the least value of SF.

2.2.3 Channel Bonding

There are two channel bonding strategies defined by IEEE 802.11ac standard, i.e.,

static channel bonding (SCB) and dynamic channel bonding (DCB). In the SCB, the

AP and station always use the whole allocated basic channels for every data transmis-
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sion [16]. On the other hand, the DCB allows the AP and station to use the available

contiguous free basic channels which includes the primary channel for transmission

[42]. In DCB, the channels for transmission are decided dynamically right before each

data transmission.

In the channel bonding, the location of the primary channel affects the perfor-

mance of channel bonding. Thus, besides the allocation of a channel with appropriate

width, the selection of the primary channel location also becomes an important issue.

Depending on the channel bonding strategy, the primary channel location influences

the performance differently.

Static Channel Bonding (SCB)

The authors in [2] reported that two issues arise in SCB, i.e., total and partial invading.

They are caused by the channel sensing/reserving asymmetry due to the inappropri-

ate location of the primary channel and the different clear channel assessment (CCA)

threshold between primary and secondary channel. The reserving range is defined as a

maximum distance from the transmitter, in which the receiver can still sense the trans-

mission of the transmitter over its channel. If the receiver listens to the transmission

over its primary channel, the distance is referred to as a primary reserving range. Oth-

erwise, the distance is referred to as a secondary reserving range. Thus, if the sensing

range is defined from the perspective of the receiver, the reserving range is defined

from the perspective of the transmitter.

Fig. 2.2 depicts the example of the total invading case. AP-a uses 80 MHz chan-

nel (4 basic channels) and sets its primary channel location on the first basic channel.

On the other hand, AP-b uses 40 MHz channel (2 basic channels) and sets its primary

channel location on the third channel with respect to the channel of AP-a. Accord-

ing to the standard [1], the primary channel has lower CCA threshold than that of

the secondary channel. Thus, the primary and secondary reserving range are differ-
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Figure 2.2: Example of the total invading case.

ent. Moreover, the reserving range of an AP using wider bandwidth is usually smaller

than that of the AP using narrower bandwidth. The reason is that considering a fixed

total transmission power, the transmission power per-basic channel of the AP using

wider bandwidth is lower. In Fig. 2.2, the AP-a should sense the transmission of AP-b

using its secondary channel, but the AP-b can sense the transmission of AP-a using

its primary channel. Since the primary reserving range of AP-a covers the AP-b, the

transmission by AP-a can always be detected by AP-b. However, the secondary reserv-

ing range of AP-b does not cover the AP-a. Thus, the transmission by AP-b cannot be

detected by AP-a. As a result, the AP-a is always success in reserving the channel,

while the AP-b may fail.

Meanwhile, Fig. 2.3 shows the partial invading case. The channel width allocation

is the same with that of the Fig. 2.2, but the location is different. The primary channel

of AP-b is set on the first channel with respect to the channel of AP-a. Since the

primary reserving range of AP-b covers AP-a and the AP-a can sense the transmission

of AP-b over its primary channel, the AP-a can always detect the transmission of AP-

b. On the other hand, the primary reserving range of AP-a does not cover AP-b. Thus,

the AP-b cannot detect the transmission of AP-a. This condition causes the channel
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Figure 2.3: Example of the partial invading case.

access probability of AP-a is always lower than that of the AP-b.

To solve the total invading issue, the authors in [2] suggested setting the primary

channel on the same basic channel. Thus, both APs can detect each other transmission.

For the partial invading case, it was suggested that the primary channel of both APs are

set on different basic channels with the maximum gap of their primary channel index,

thus both APs get the same probability to access the channel.

Dynamic Channel Bonding (DCB)

To understand the effect of primary channel location in DCB, let us observe the follow-

ing example. The AP-a and AP-b are located within each other carrier sensing range.

AP-a and AP-b are assigned 80 MHz and 40 MHz channel, respectively, as shown in

Fig. 2.4.

Fig. 2.4a and 2.4b show a different combination location of the primary channel of

AP-a and AP-b. In the case of Fig. 2.4a, if AP-b is transmitting on its 40 MHz channel,

AP-a cannot transmit at all, even though the rest 40 Mhz channel is free. The reason

is that the channel for transmission should always include the primary channel. For

the case of Fig. 2.4b, even though AP-b is transmitting on its 40 MHz, AP-a can still

transmit on the rest 40 MHz. Thus, the combination of primary channel location in
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Figure 2.4: Example of two combinations of primary channel location.

the Fig. 2.4b increases the channel utilization. This condition suggests that, for DCB

strategy, the primary channel of both APs are also set on different basic channels which

maximizes the gap of their channel index to increase the channel utilization.

2.3 Channelization Scheme

The proposed channelization mechanism consists of three main steps. The first step is

to build the interference graph as the foundation of the channel allocation process. The

second step is to assign particular channel with appropriate width to each AP with the

objective of maximizing the total network throughput. The last step is to decide the

primary channel location, given the channel allocation of each AP, with the objective

of maximizing the channel utilization.

2.3.1 Building Interference Graph

The interference graph is generated by detecting the direct and hidden interference

relation between APs. Each AP can observe its direct interference relationship with

other APs by listening to the periodic beacon frame of other APs. For this purpose, the

central controller may request the controlled APs to initially transmit beacon frame

on a particular channel. Then, the neighbor APs which are sensed with the received

signal strength indicator (RSSI) higher than a predefined threshold value becomes the

direct interference sources. On the other hand, the hidden interference relation can
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be detected by the help of the user device. The user device, by default, periodically

scans all the available channels. Thus, it has the RSSI information about the neighbor-

ing APs. Then, the user reports this information to the central controller through its

current serving AP. The user may explicitly send a RSSI report frame periodically to

the central controller, or the report frame may be attached to the probe request frame.

A single RSSI report frame contains the RSSI information of several neighbor APs

scanned by the user from its current location at a particular time. Moreover, a single

RSSI information in the report frame contains {BSSID, RSSI, timestamp}. Then, the

central controller may observe the reporting results to detect the hidden interference

relation between the APs. The AP-a and AP-b is hidden interference source of each

other if they are both located out of their sensing range, but there is a user experienced

the RSSI above the threshold value from both AP-a and AP-b at the same time.

The direct interference edge is assigned a cost equal to one. On the other hand,

the cost for hidden interference edge can be calculated by utilizing the RSSI informa-

tion reported by the user. For this purpose, the central controller divides the time into

several intervals with a period of τ . The user may send more than one RSSI report

frame within a single time interval. For each user on each time interval, the central

controller selects only one report frame randomly. Then, for time interval-t and a pair

of AP-a and AP-b, the central controller calculates the total number of users which

experiences the RSSI above threshold only from the AP-a denoted by Nt
a,−b, the total

number of user which experiences RSSI above threshold only from the AP-b denoted

by Nt
b,−a, and the total number of users which experiences the RSSI above the thresh-

old value from both the AP-a and AP-b denoted by Nt
a,b. Then, if the total number of

time interval is T , the cost is calculated as in (2.2) and (2.3).

δab =
∑

T
t=1 Nt

a,b

∑
T
t=1 Nt

b,−a +∑
T
t=1 Nt

a,b
(2.2)
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δba =
∑

T
t=1 Nt

a,b

∑
T
t=1 Nt

a,−b +∑
T
t=1 Nt

a,b
(2.3)

Expressions (2.2) and (2.3) account for the portion of the number of users located

within the service area of both AP-a and AP-b at the same time over the number

of all users of AP-a and AP-b, respectively. The graph and the corresponding cost

value should be periodically updated (e.g., once every several hours). For the cost, the

moving average technique can be used to update its value. Then, the channel allocation

scheme should be re-run after the graph is updated.

2.3.2 Channel Allocation

Problem Formulation

The objective of the proposed channel allocation scheme is to maximize the total net-

work throughput. Therefore, the channel allocation problem is formulated as in (3.8)–

(4.18).

max ∑
a∈M

∑c∈C xacrc

∑c∈C xacSFc
a

(2.4)

s.t. ∑
c∈C

xac = 1, ∀a ∈M (2.5)

xac ∈ {0,1}, ∀a ∈M,c ∈ C (2.6)

where rc is the transmission rate when using the channel-c, c ∈ C, which is derived

from [16]2. The objective (3.8) maximizes the total network throughput. The constraint

(4.17) states that a single AP should be assigned exactly one of channel-c, c ∈ C. The

constraint (4.18) is already clear.

The problem in (3.8)–(4.18) is a nonlinear fractional problem which can not be

solved directly. Thus, we transform the problem into its equivalent linear form using

2In [16], the estimated transmission rate using the channel with width: 20 MHz = 65 Mbps, 40 MHz
= 121.5 Mbps, 80 MHz = 175.5 Mbps, and 160 MHz = 232 Mbps.
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a parametric linearization technique as in [43]. For this purpose, for each a ∈M, we

introduce variables qa. Furthermore, let ρcd
ba := xacxbd and Ψcd

ba := λcdδba
(
ρba +υba

)
,

thus we have the transformed problem as in (2.7)–(3.16).

max ∑
a∈M

(
∑
c∈C

xacrc−qa ∑
c∈C

∑
b∈M,a6=b

∑
d∈C

ρ
cd
ba Ψ

cd
ba

−qa ∑
c∈C

∑
b∈E

∑
d∈C

xacybdΨ
cd
ba

)
(2.7)

s.t. ∑
c∈C

xac = 1, ∀a ∈M (2.8)

ρ
cd
ba ≥ xac + xbd−1, ∀a,b ∈M,a 6= b,c,d ∈ C (2.9)

ρ
cd
ba ≤ xac, ∀a,b ∈M,a 6= b,c,d ∈ C (2.10)

ρ
cd
ba ≤ xbd , ∀a,b ∈M,a 6= b,c,d ∈ C (2.11)

ρ
cd
ba ∈ {0,1}, ∀a,b ∈M,a 6= b,c,d ∈ C (2.12)

xac ∈ {0,1}, ∀a ∈M,c ∈ C (2.13)

The constraints (4.20)–(3.15) are introduced to ensure ρcd
ba = xacxbd . Given the value of

qa,∀a ∈M, the problem in (2.7)–(3.16) is mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)

which can be optimally solved by using CPLEX [44] or LPSolve [45] solver.

Allocation Algorithm

According the discussion above, we need to define qa,∀a ∈M to solve the problem in

(2.7)–(3.16). We initially set the value of qa,∀a∈M to zero. Then, we use the Dinkel-

bach’s Algorithm to update their value until the convergence (i.e., the gap between the

old and new values of qa,∀a ∈M are not larger than a predefined threshold ε1) [46].

Its convergence and optimality are proven in [46] and [47]. The Algorithm 1 presents

the detail of the algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Channel Allocation Algorithm
1: qa← 0, for a ∈M
2: oldQa← 1, for a ∈M
3: maxITR← 10, itr← 1
4: ε1← 10−5, stop ← f alse
5: while stop = f alse and itr ≤ maxITR do
6: Solve (2.7)–(3.16) using MILP solver, given all qa.
7: stop ← true
8: for all a ∈M do
9: if |qa−oldQa|> ε then

10: oldQa← qa, qa← ∑c∈C xacrc
∑c∈C xacSFc

a
11: stop ← f alse
12: end if
13: end for
14: itr← itr + 1
15: end while
16: return The channel allocation (xac)

2.3.3 Primary Channel Selection

Problem Formulation

Given the channel allocation result (i.e., ca is known, ∀a ∈M
⋃
E), the primary chan-

nel location should be decided for each controlled AP. The strategy for selecting pri-

mary channel location is: if AP-a and AP-b have the total invading relation, their pri-

mary channel should be set on the same basic channel. Otherwise, for partial invading

and dynamic channel bonding case, their primary channel should be set on the dif-

ferent basic channels which maximize the gap of their index. First, we populate the

interference sources of AP-a given the channel allocation result. The set of interfer-

ence sources which belong to the controlled and uncontrolled APs are denoted by Ia,M

and Ia,E , respectively.

Ia,M =
⋃

b∈M,a6=b

{
b
∣∣∣ λcacb = 1∧

(
ρba +υba

)
= 1
}

(2.14)
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Ia,E =
⋃
b∈E

{
b
∣∣∣ λcacb = 1∧

(
ρba +υba

)
= 1
}

(2.15)

Then, Ia = Ia,M
⋃
Ia,E . Let βa j be the selection indicator of the basic channel with

index- j as a primary channel of the AP-a. βa j = 1, if the AP-a is assigned basic channel

with index- j as its primary channel; otherwise βa j = 0. Moreover, the total number of

basic channels allocated to the AP-a is denoted by W(ca), and the maximum possible

gap of the index of the primary channels is ∆m. The primary channel selection problem

is formulated as in (2.16)–(2.18).

max ∑
a∈M

∑
b∈Ia

(
wbaδbaφba +

wbaδbaφba

maxd∈Ia wdaδdaφda

)
(2.16)

s.t.
ieca

∑
j=isca

βa j = 1, ∀a ∈M (2.17)

βa j ∈ {0,1}, ∀a ∈M, isca
≤ j ≤ ieca

(2.18)

where φab and wab in (2.16) are defined as follows:

φab =


|∑

ieca
j=isca

jβa j−∑
iecb
k=iscb

kβbk|, ∀b ∈ Ia,M

|∑
ieca
j=isca

jβa j− pb|, ∀b ∈ Ia,E

(2.19)

wab =


−∆m, if AP-a & AP-b

are total invading

|1+W(ca)−W(cb)|, otherwise

(2.20)

The objective (2.16) minimizes the gap between primary channel index of AP-a and

AP-b (φab) if AP-a and AP-b are total invading. The reason is that, for the total invading

case, we assign negative weight which equals to −∆m. This value ensures that the

primary channel of the APs, which have the total invading relation, to be set on the

same basic channel. Otherwise, the objective (2.16) maximizes the gap between the
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primary channel index of the APs. The higher priority (higher weight value) is given

to the pair of APs whose the total number of basic channel difference is larger than that

of the others. The constraint (2.17) states that exactly a single basic channel should be

set as a primary channel for an AP. The constraint in (2.18) is self-explanatory.

The problem in (2.16)–(2.18) should be converted into a solvable linear problem.

For this purpose, we introduce variables zab,∀a ∈M,∀b ∈ Ia. Furhtermore, let µa :=

maxd∈Ia wdaδdaφda, ψba := |∑
ieca
j=isca

jβa j−∑
iecb
k=iscb

kβbk|, and σba := |∑
ieca
j=isca

jβa j− pb|.

Then, the transformed problem becomes:

max ∑
a∈M

(
∑

b∈Ia,M

2wbaδbaψba

+ ∑
b∈Ia,E

2wbaδbaσba− ∑
b∈Ia

zbaµa

)
(2.21)

s.t.
ieca

∑
j=isca

βa j = 1, ∀a ∈M (2.22)

µa ≥ wbaδbaψba, ∀a ∈M, ∀b ∈ Ia,M (2.23)

µa ≥ wbaδbaσba, ∀a ∈M, ∀b ∈ Ia,E (2.24)

ψba−
ieca

∑
j=isca

jβa j +

iecb

∑
k=iscb

kβbk ≤ 2∆md1
ba,

∀a ∈M, ∀b ∈ Ia,M (2.25)

ψba +
ieca

∑
j=isca

jβa j−
iecb

∑
k=iscb

kβbk ≤ 2∆md2
ba,

∀a ∈M, ∀b ∈ Ia,M (2.26)

d1
ba +d2

ba = 1, ∀a ∈M, ∀b ∈ Ia,M (2.27)

d1
ba,d

2
ba ∈ {0,1}, ∀a ∈M, ∀b ∈ Ia,M (2.28)

σba−
ieca

∑
j=isca

jβa j + pb ≤ 2∆me1
ba,
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∀a ∈M, ∀b ∈ Ia,E (2.29)

σba +
ieca

∑
j=isca

jβa j− pb ≤ 2∆me2
ba,

∀a ∈M, ∀b ∈ Ia,E (2.30)

e1
ba + e2

ba = 1, ∀a ∈M, ∀b ∈ Ia,E (2.31)

e1
ba,e

2
ba ∈ {0,1}, ∀a ∈M, ∀b ∈ Ia,E (2.32)

βa j ∈ {0,1}. ∀a ∈M, isca
≤ j ≤ ieca

(2.33)

The constraints (2.23) and (2.24) ensure that maximizing
(
− zbaµa

)
is equivalent to

maximizing
(
− zba maxb∈Ia wbaδbaφba

)
[48]. The constraints in (2.25)–(2.28) guaran-

tee that the value of ψba = |∑
ieca
j=isca

jβa j−∑
iecb
k=iscb

kβbk| [48]. Finally, the constraints in

(2.29)–(2.32) guarantee that the value of σba = |∑
ieca
j=isca

jβa j− pb| [48].

Selection Algorithm

Given zab,∀a∈M,∀b∈ Ia, the problem in (2.21)–(2.33) is a mixed-integer linear pro-

gramming (MILP). Thus, to solve the problem, we initially set zab = 0,∀a ∈M,∀b ∈

Ia. Then, utilizing the Dinkelbach’s Algorithm [46, 47], we update the value of zab

until it converges (i.e., the gap between the old and new values of zba,∀a∈M,∀b∈ Ia

are not larger than a predefined threshold ε2). The complete algorithm is presented in

Algorithm 2.

2.4 Implementation

For the implementation purpose, we use a desktop computer as a central server. This

computer uses Intel i7 CPU and it has 8 GB of RAM. The channel allocation algorithm

is implemented using Java programming language. CPLEX [27] is used for the MILP

solver of the channel allocation and primary channel selection problem. For the wire-

less AP, we use the TP-LinkAP(TL-WDR4300) and TP-Link C7 AC1750 [36] with
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Algorithm 2 Primary Channel Selection Algorithm

1: zba← 0, for a ∈M,b ∈ Ia

2: oldZba← 1, for a ∈M,b ∈ Ia

3: maxITR← 10, itr← 1
4: ε2← 10−3, stop ← f alse
5: while stop = f alse and itr ≤ maxITR do
6: Solve (2.21)–(2.31) using MILP solver, given all zba.
7: stop ← true
8: for all a ∈M do
9: for all b ∈ Ia do

10: if |zba−oldZba|> ε2 then
11: oldZba← zba, zba← wbaδbaφba

maxd∈Ia wdaδdaφda

12: stop ← f alse
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: itr← itr + 1
17: end while
18: return The primary channel position (βa j)

the OpenWRT as its operating system [37]. We utilize the iw tool available for Open-

WRT distribution to perform channel scanning on each AP. We also develop an agent

for the AP to send the channel scanning result to the server. The scanning operation is

controlled by the server. During initiation phase, the central controller ask all APs to

set its working channel on particular frequency through the agent installed in the AP.

However, this frequency will be only assigned for collecting RSSI information not as

a final allocation. Then, the controller requests the APs to perform channel scanning

one-by-one with certain order. Thus, the RSSI of an AP can be measured by other

APs. Upon receiving the RSSI information from all APs, the server store it on its local

database for interference graph generation. In addition, for the station we use Galaxy

Tab SM-P900 and Galaxy Note SM-P600. We also develop an agent for each station

to report channel scanning result to the server.
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Chapter 3

User Association for Load Balancing
and Energy Saving in Enterprise
Wireless LANs

3.1 System Model

3.1.1 IEEE 802.11 ESS-based Enterprise WLAN

We consider an IEEE 802.11 based WLAN, which consists of a set of wireless APs de-

noted byA and a set of users (stations) denoted by S . The APs inA form an Extended

Service Set (ESS) which is controlled by a centralized controller. Each AP serves a

certain service area which may overlap with the service areas of other APs. The APs

are connected to the Internet and to the centralized controller using wired links.

We assume that a proper channelization algorithm has assigned an appropriate

channel to each AP so that the interference from the APs of other networks (i.e., the

external APs being out of the ESS) can be minimized.1 Within the ESS under consid-

1This assumption is acceptable and practical in the enterprise WLANs where the APs are managed
by a centralized controller. Previous works on UA problem in [19], [22], and [30] also consider a similar
assumption.
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eration, each AP uses a single 20 MHz channel and multiple APs may share the same

channel. The channel sharing between AP l and AP n being located within the carrier

sensing range of each other is represented by a binary variable ϑl,n: if the AP l and the

AP n share the same channel, ϑl,n = 1; otherwise, ϑl,n = 0. Note that ϑn,n = 1. Each

user measures and reports the channel condition of all surrounding APs, periodically

by overhearing the beacons of the APs.

There are two types of users, the unicast users and the multicast users. It is assumed

that the type of a user can be changed but, at a particular time, the user merely becomes

a unicast user or a multicast user. The multicast users who have to receive the same

traffic form a “multicast group.” We assume that a multicast user can belong to only

one multicast group. A multicast group can be served by one or more APs. We also

assume that the APs transmit the multicast traffic with a fixed rate.2 The APs collect the

statistics regarding the traffic arrival rates of users and report them to the centralized

controller. As a result, the statistics regarding the traffic arrival rate of each user is

assumed to be known to the centralized controller which performs the proposed UA

scheme. The unicast user i may have downlink and uplink traffic, of which the arrival

rates are denoted by λ d
i and λ u

i , respectively. On the other hand, the multicast users

have only downlink traffic. The downlink traffic arrival rate of the users in multicast

group k is denoted by βk.

Each user is associated with only a single AP at a time.3 The association of user

i with AP n is represented by a binary variable xi,n: xi,n = 1 if the user i is associated

with the AP n; xi,n = 0, otherwise. On the other hand, yk,n represents the association

of multicast group k with AP n: yk,n = 1 if at least one user of the multicast group k

2In IEEE 802.11 based WLANs, although there are a lot of transmission techniques for multicast traf-
fic, the commercial APs being widely available in the market select the lowest supported transmission rate
for multicast transmission. This simple technique can guarantee the robustness of multicast transmission
with less overhead.

3In the enterprise WLANs, the typical users have tendency to stay at the same location for a relatively
long time period before moving to another location. Thus, the association of a user with an AP is usually
held for a while.
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is associated with the AP n; yk,n = 0, otherwise. Although the user i belongs to the

multicast group k and yk,n = 1, it is noted that xi,n may be 0 since the multicast group

k may be served by several APs. The APs with no associated user are put into sleep.

It is assumed that all APs are equipped with N transmit antennas and a single

receive antenna, whereas the users are equipped with a single transmit and receive an-

tenna. With multiple transmit antennas, the transmission scheme which exploits the

transmit diversity such as space time block coding (STBC) [49] can be better, in im-

proving the reliability of multicast transmission, than MU-MIMO. Accordingly, we

apply the MU-MIMO transmission only to serve the downlink traffic of unicast users.

The unicast users of which downlink traffic is concurrently transmitted by an AP are

regarded as belonging to the same “MU-MIMO group.” Since all transmissions of

downlink unicast traffic are done using MU-MIMO, it is noted that there can exist the

MU-MIMO groups with only a single unicast user, which corresponds to non MU-

MIMO transmission.

Let M be a set of all feasible MU-MIMO groups. An MU-MIMO group should

have one or more unicast users. Since each AP is equipped with N transmit antennas,

the number of unicast users in an MU-MIMO group cannot exceed N. Thus, M is com-

posed of the subsets of U which include at least one and at maximum N unicast users.

For instance, if N = 3 and U = {1,2,3,4}, then M =
{
{1},{2},{3},{4},{1,2},{1,3},

{1,4},{2,3},{2,4},{3,4},{1,2,3},{1,2,4},{1,3,4},{2,3,4}
}

. LetM j represent the

MU-MIMO group j. When indexing the MU-MIMO groups according to their respec-

tive positions in the set M, with the above example,M1 = {1},M2 = {2}, · · · ,M14 =

{2,3,4}. Let ωi, j be a binary variable representing that the unicast user i belongs to

the MU-MIMO group j. That is, if i ∈M j, ωi, j = 1; otherwise, ωi, j = 0.

Let z j,n be a binary variable indicating whether the MU-MIMO group j is associ-

ated with the AP n. That is, when the MU-MIMO group j is associated with the AP n,

z j,n = 1; otherwise, z j,n = 0. If z j,n = 1 and ωi, j = 1, it is obvious that xi,n = 1. Also,
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since any user is served by only one AP, the selected MU-MIMO groups are disjoint

with each other and their union set should include all unicast users.

3.1.2 Downlink Achievable Rate for MU-MIMO Groups

The lower the channel correlation between the users of the same MU-MIMO group is,

the higher sum-rate is achieved by the corresponding group [32], [50]. Thus, when de-

signing a UA algorithm, it is very necessary to assess the expected achievable rates of

feasible MU-MIMO groups at each AP [32]. Now, we estimate the downlink achiev-

able sum-rate of the MU-MIMO group j at AP n.

When an AP transmits the traffic concurrently to multiple users of an MU-MIMO

group, a practical signal processing technique such as zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF)

[50] may be used to realize this concurrent transmission. The ZFBF uses the channel

state information (CSI) to compute the beamforming vector for the transmission of a

given MU-MIMO group. The beamforming vector depends on the channel correlation

between the users of an MU-MIMO group and, as a result, it affects per-user achievable

rate. Thus, not only the real traffic transmission of an AP to each its MU-MIMO group

but also the sum-rate estimation of any feasible MU-MIMO group at each AP for UA

can be based on the CSIs of the users. However, for any feasible MU-MIMO group

in UA process, estimating its sum-rate by deriving the channel correlation among the

users with the reported CSIs can incur excessive computational overhead and report-

ing overhead. Furthermore, since CSIs are time-varying, it may be inappropriate to

estimate the sum-rate of MU-MIMO group by using merely instantaneous CSIs in the

UA process conducted on a long-term basis.

In the proposed UA algorithm, for low complexity, the sum-rate of any feasible

MU-MIMO group is estimated based on the beacon signal strength received at each

user device, like in [51]. To this end, the user reports periodically this received beacon

signal strength to the controller. We will describe this reporting process in Subsection
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IV-A, in more detail. Let ζ̄i,n be the average of the beacon signal strengths that the

unicast user i has received from AP n, during the interval of UA process. We assume

that each AP transmits its beacon signal through one omni-directional antenna with

much shorter period than the UA interval. According to [51], when the user i belongs

to the MU-MIMO group j, the average channel quality for estimating the transmission

rate of AP n for the unicast user i of MU-MIMO group j, denoted by αi, j,n, is assessed

as follows.

αi, j,n =
N−|M j|+1
|M j|

× ζ̄i,n

N
, (3.1)

where |M j| is the cardinality of the setM j, i.e., the number of unicast users belonging

to the MU-MIMO group j.

The average downlink achievable rate of the unicast user i belonging to the MU-

MIMO group j at AP n, denoted by cd
i, j,n, can be determined by using αi, j,n. For exam-

ple, there may be a mapping table of the received signal strength (RSS) into a trans-

mission rate for the corresponding AP (see Table II). Then, cd
i, j,n can be determined by

using αi, j,n as the RSS of the user i belonging to the MU-MIMO j at AP n.

Next, let us estimate the average channel time that the AP n takes to serve the

downlink traffic of MU-MIMO group j, denoted by νd
n
(
M j
)
. With the downlink traffic

arrival rate λ d
i of the unicast user i,

ν
d
n
(
M j
)
= max

i∈M j

(
λ

d
i /cd

i, j,n

)
. (3.2)

3.1.3 Candidate MU-MIMO Groups

It is noted that |M|= ∑
N
k=1
(|U |

k

)
. Since a typical enterprise WLAN is expected to serve

many users, the set M of all feasible MU-MIMO groups for the entire ESS may have

a very big size. It is apparent that the computational complexity of UA depends on the

number of all feasible MU-MIMO groups which should be considered in the UA al-

gorithm. Accordingly, we need to reduce the number of candidate MU-MIMO groups
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for mitigating the complexity of UA process.

Algorithm 3 Generating Candidate MU-MIMO Groups.

1: Gn← /0, Jn← /0, ∀n ∈ A
2: Y ← /0
3: for j = 1 to |M| do
4: for all n ∈ A do
5: if

(
νd

n
(
M j
)
≤ νd

n
(
M j\{i}

)
+νd

n
(
{i}
)

6: && cd
i, j,n ≥ φmin

)
, ∀i ∈M j then

7: Gn←Gn∪{M j}
8: Jn←Jn∪{ j}
9: Y ←Y ∪M j

10: end if
11: end for
12: Z ←U\Y
13: end for
14: if Z 6= /0 then
15: for all i ∈ Z do
16: Xi←{ j | i ∈M j,1≤ j ≤ |M|}
17: ( ĵ, n̂)← argmin

∀ j∈Xi,∀n∈A

(
ν

d
n
(
M j
)
−ν

d
n
(
M j\{i}

))
18: Gn̂←Gn̂∪{M ĵ}
19: Jn̂←Jn̂∪{ ĵ}
20: end for
21: end if
22: return Gn, Jn, ∀n ∈ A

Note that a unicast user out of the service range of a specific AP is unlikely to

belong to any MU-MIMO group associated with the AP. Thus, it is more effective to

manage the set of feasible MU-MIMO groups for each AP, not for the entire ESS.

We check the following two simple conditions, in constituting the set of all possible

MU-MIMO groups of any AP n, Gn. One is that all members of MU-MIMO group

j should be able to achieve at least the minimum rate φmin at AP n, i.e., cd
i, j,n ≥ φmin

for all i ∈ M j. The other is that, for each user i in M j, the AP should be able to
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get the benefit (i.e., shorter channel time) when serving the user i as a member of the

MU-MIMO group j, rather than serving it separately from the group j. That is, for

all i ∈M j, νd
n
(
M j
)
≤ νd

n
(
M j\{i}

)
+ νd

n
(
{i}
)
. When M j = {i}, it is obvious that

νd
n
(
M j\{i}

)
= νd

n
(

/0
)
= 0. Constituting the feasible MU-MIMO groups for each AP

by checking these two conditions is summarized in lines 3 – 11 of Algorithm 1, where

Jn denotes the index sets of all possible MU-MIMO groups for AP n.

On the other hand, when a unicast user has downlink transmission rate lower than

φmin from all APs, it does not belong to any feasible MU-MIMO group after the group-

ing of lines 3 – 11. The setZ (line 12) contains such users. For each user i inZ , among

any MU-MIMO groups which has the user i as its member, the AP n and the group

j having the minimum difference between νd
n
(
M j
)

and νd
n
(
M j\{i}

)
are selected.

Then, the MU-MIMO group j is newly inserted to the set of feasible MU-MIMO

groups of AP n (lines 16–19).

3.2 User Association Problem

In this section, we formulate our UA problem into a multi objective optimization prob-

lem.

3.2.1 Factors of UA Objective

The goal of our UA process is to balance the load among working APs while support-

ing as high transmission rate as possible to each user group (MU-MIMO or multicast)

with as few working APs as possible. Accordingly, the UA objective is composed of

three factors: the number of working APs, the average achievable rate per user group

supported by AP, and the load of AP.
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Number of Working APs

Let an be a binary indicator representing that the AP n is a working AP (WAP), i.e.,

the existence of user(s) associated with the AP n. Since the number of users associated

with the AP n is ∑i∈S xi,n,

an = min
(

∑i∈S xi,n, 1
)
. (3.3)

Then, the number of WAPs within ESS is ∑n∈A an.

Per-Group Downlink Achievable Transmission Rate

Note that the association of user groups (MU-MIMO and multicast) with AP is the

key point of UA process. It is actually desirable for an user group to be associated

with the AP that can provide the highest transmission rate to itself. Thus, we take

account of the achievable transmission rate that AP can provide to each user group,

when being associated with itself. Since the MU-MIMO and the multicast transmission

are applied only to downlink and furthermore the downlink traffic is more dominant

than the uplink traffic in a typical WLAN, we consider only the downlink transmission

rate of AP.

Let ϒ j,n ( j ∈ Jn) denote the aggregate downlink rate of AP n for the MU-MIMO

group j, i.e., ϒ j,n = ∑i∈M j cd
i, j,n, and let rmcst

k,n be the transmission rate of AP n for

the multicast group k. Then, the average (i.e., the arithmetic mean) of the downlink

transmission rates of AP n for its associated MU-MIMO and multicast groups is

R̄d
n =

(
∑

j∈Jn

z j,nϒ j,n + ∑
k∈K

yk,nrmcst
k,n

)
/
(

∑
j∈Jn

z j,n + ∑
k∈K

yk,n

)
. (3.4)

On the other hand, we assume that the AP n may share the channel with any neigh-

boring APs within its carrier sensing range. Since the APs sharing a channel can use

the channel only during some time fraction, the channel sharing has the effect of lower-
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ing the transmission rates of APs. Thus, in estimating the downlink achievable rate per

user group at AP n under channel sharing, we should consider the fraction of channel

time utilized by AP n.

When several APs share the same channel, the fraction of channel time for an

AP may be influenced by various components such as the number of APs sharing the

channel, the number of associated users within the APs, and the load of each AP, etc.

Among these, the number of APs sharing the channel is likely to be a main factor

having a great effect on the fraction of channel time that an AP gets. Furthermore, the

number of APs sharing the channel is known already before the UA work because the

channel allocation for all APs is given, whereas the number of associated users within

each AP is the result of UA work and the load of each AP is a real-time parameter

varied during operation. Although there may be various ways to estimate the fraction of

channel time for an AP,4 for the sake of simplicity and trackable solution, we consider

only the number of APs using the same channel. The more APs share the channel, the

less fraction of channel time an AP gets. Thus, we estimate the fraction of channel

time at AP n to be 1/
(

∑l∈A alϑl,n
)
, where ∑l∈A alϑl,n is the total number of APs

within carrier sensing range of AP n which use the same channel including AP n itself.

Note that this estimation is merely used for designing the UA scheme, not assessing

the fraction of channel time that an AP really gets during operation.

When Γn is per-group downlink achievable rate of AP n under channel sharing, we

estimate Γn as

Γn =
R̄d

n

∑l∈A al ϑl,n
. (3.5)

4For example, the load of AP which is estimated in a history-based manner may be exploited to
estimate the channel time faction of AP.
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Load of AP

We define the load of an AP as the channel utilization similarly to [19], which is

the portion of channel busy time for serving all the associated users. Since the APs

have different transmission capability according to their 802.11 specifications and the

traffic arrival rate is also different for each user, the load of AP is likely to be expressed

appropriately by the channel utilization, not the traffic volume. Let cu
i,n be the uplink

transmission rate of unicast user i associated with AP n. Remind that the traffic arrival

rate of multicast group k and the uplink traffic arrival rate of unicast user i are denoted

by βk and λ u
i , respectively. When µn is the portion of channel busy time by the AP n,

µn = ∑
j∈Jn

z j,n
(
ν

d
n
(
M j
)
+λ

u
i /cu

i,n
)
+ ∑

k∈K
yk,n βk/rmcst

k,n . (3.6)

We should consider the channel sharing in assessing the load of AP, since the APs

can utilize not the whole channel time but some portion of channel time. Thus, we

estimate the load of AP n, ρn, by the total utilization for the corresponding channel,

which is the sum of channel utilizations of all APs sharing the same channel with the

AP n.

ρn = ∑
l∈A

ϑl,n µl. (3.7)

Table 3.1 summarizes the notations for convenience of readers.

Table 3.1: Notations

Symbol Description

A The set of APs in the ESS
N The number of transmit antennas of an AP
S The set of all users
U The set of unicast users
K The set of multicast groups
Gk The set of multicast users in the multicast group k
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Gn The set of all possible MU-MIMO groups of AP n
Jn The index sets of all possible MU-MIMO groups of AP n
M j The set of all users in the MU-MIMO group j
λ u

i Uplink traffic arrival rate for the unicast user i
λ d

i Downlink traffic arrival rate for the unicast user i
βk Traffic arrival rate for the multicast group k

ωi, j A binary variable indicating whether the unicast user i belongs to
the MU-MIMO group j

an A binary variable indicating whether there are one or more users
associated with AP n

xi,n A binary variable representing the association of user i with AP n
yk,n A binary variable representing the association of multicast group

k with AP n
z j,n A binary variable representing the association of MU-MIMO

group j with AP n
ϑl,n A binary variable indicating whether the AP l and AP n within

the carrier sensing range of each other share the same channel;
ϑn,n = 1 for n ∈ A

cu
i,n Uplink physical transmission rate of the unicast user i associated

with AP n
cd

i, j,n Downlink physical transmission rate of AP n for the unicast user
i belonging to the MU-MIMO group j

rmcst
k,n Traffic transmission rate of AP n to the multicast group k

cmcst
i,n Downlink physical transmission rate of AP n for the multicast

user i
νd

n (M j) The downlink service time of MU-MIMO group j by AP n
Γn Per-group downlink achievable rate of AP n
ρn The load of AP n

Rmax
n The maximum physical transmission rate of AP n
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3.2.2 Problem Formulation

We formulate the UA problem as multi-objective optimization. The multi-objective

optimization is multi criteria decision making which involves more than one objec-

tive functions. First, let us discuss the objective functions. Recall that the objectives

of the proposed UA scheme are to maximize the sum of achievable transmission rate,

to balance the load among the working APs, and to minimize the energy consumption

by minimizing the number of working APs, we have three objective functions. The

first function is related to transmission rate, i.e., f1 = ∑n∈A
Γn

Rmax
n

. The second func-

tion addresses load balancing, i.e., f2 = ∑n∈A
ρn

maxl∈A ρl
. Finally, the last function repre-

sents AP on/off, i.e., f3 = ∑n∈A an. To solve the multi-objective optimization problem,

scalarizing the objective functions is a priori method [52]. The linear scalarization form

of the above multi-objective functions is given in (3.8). The corresponding constraints

for the formulated UA problem are given in (3.9)–(3.16)

max w1 ∑
n∈A

Γn

Rmax
n

+w2 ∑
n∈A

ρn

maxl∈A ρl
−w3 ∑

n∈A
an (3.8)

s.t. xi,n = ∑
j∈Jn

ωi, jz j,n ∀i ∈ U , ∀n ∈ A (3.9)

∑
n∈A

xi,n = 1, ∀i ∈ S (3.10)

∑
n∈A

xi,ncmcst
i,n ≥ rmcst

k,n , ∀i ∈ Gk, ∀k ∈ K (3.11)

yk,n = min
(

∑i∈Gk
xi,n,1

)
, ∀k ∈ K, ∀n ∈ A (3.12)

an = min
(

∑i∈S xi,n, 1
)
, ∀n ∈ A (3.13)

xi,n ∈ {0,1}, ∀i ∈ S, ∀n ∈ A (3.14)

z j,n ∈ {0,1}, ∀ j ∈ Jn, ∀n ∈ A (3.15)

w1 +w2 +w3 = 1, (3.16)
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where Rmax
n is the maximum transmission rate of AP n, which is merely adopted as a

normalization factor for constituting a multi-objective optimization function.

The objective function in (3.8) consists of three terms. In the first term, we intend

to enhance the performance of user groups from the viewpoint of not a single AP but

the entire ESS system, by maximizing the sum of per-group downlink achievable rates

of WAPs. This sum rate maximization can be achieved in two ways. One is to select

the AP which can offer the best downlink achievable rate to each user group. The other

is to minimize the number of APs to serve multicast users which belong to the same

group in order to reduce the performance anomaly effect.5 The second term in (3.8)

balances the loads of APs while considering the channel sharing. When all WAPs have

the same load, i.e., the system load is completely balanced among WAPs, the second

term is maximized. Finally, the last term in (3.8) is for improving the energy efficiency

by operating the ESS system with as few APs as possible. The weights (w1,w2,w3)

are assigned to three terms of the objective function, respectively. The value of weight

specifies the priority of its corresponding term.

The constraint (4.17) implies that a unicast user is associated with the AP which

its MU-MIMO group is associated with. The constraint (4.18) expresses that a user

can be associated with only one AP at a particular time. The constraint (4.19) requires

that the physical downlink transmission rate of a multicast user should be higher than

the multicast transmission rate used by the AP. Note that most of commercial APs use

a fixed transmission rate to serve the multicast traffic. A robust multicast transmission

can be realized with the constraint (4.19). The constraint (4.20) implies that the AP

should serve the traffic of the group which the multicast user associated with itself

belongs to. The constraints (3.13) – (3.16) are likely to be self-evident.

5In viewpoint of the entire ESS, more channel resource for serving a multicast group can be required
when each user of the group is associated with its best AP, than when the multicast group is associated
with as few APs as possible although some users of the group are not served by their respective best APs.
Such anomalistic phenomenon is called “performance anomaly.”
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3.3 User Association Scheme

3.3.1 Equivalent Linear Problem

The multi-objective optimization problem in (3.8) is a mixed integer non-linear frac-

tional problem which is known to be NP-hard. To get the optimal solution, we convert

the original problem into an equivalent solvable linear problem, through the following

transformation process.

The objective function (3.8) of the original problem has a fractional form. It is

well known that the Dinkelbach’s algorithm in [46] allows a fractional problem to be

solved as a sequence of parameterized non-fractional problems. Accordingly, as the

first step for transforming the original problem into a solvable equivalent problem, we

convert a fractional objective function into its corresponding non-fractional function,

by using parametric technique. The fractional form appears on the first and second

terms of the objective function. Thus, we introduce the parameters f and h for these

terms, respectively. Following the conversion in [47], we have the non-fractional form

of objective function as (3.17).

max ∑
n∈A

(
w1Λn− fn ∑

l∈A
ϑl,nξl

)
+ ∑

n∈A

(
w2ρn−hn max

l∈A
ρl

)
−w3 ∑

n∈A
an, (3.17)

where Λn =
(

∑ j∈Jn z j,n
ϒ j,n
Rmax

n
+∑k∈K yk,n

rmcst
k,n

Rmax
n

)
and ξl = al×

(
∑ j∈Jl

z j,l +∑k∈K yk,l

)
.

The second step is to linearize a non-linear form, either on the transformed non-

fractional objective function or on the constraints. Let ϕ := maxl∈A ρl . Then, the com-

plete equivalent solvable problem is shown in (3.18)–(3.35).

max ∑
n∈A

(
w1Λn− fn ∑

l∈A
ϑl,nξl

)
+ ∑

n∈A

(
w2ρn−hnϕ

)
−w3 ∑

n∈A
an, (3.18)
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s.t. xi,n = ∑
j∈Jn

ωi, j z j,n ∀i ∈ U , ∀n ∈ A (3.19)

∑
n∈A

xi,n = 1, ∀i ∈ S (3.20)

∑
n∈A

xi,ncmcst
i,n ≥ rmcst

k,n , ∀k ∈ K, ∀i ∈ Gk (3.21)

ϕ ≥ ρl, ∀l ∈ A (3.22)

yk,n ≤ ∑
i∈Gk

xi,n, ∀k ∈ K, ∀n ∈ A (3.23)

|Gk| yk,n ≥ ∑
i∈Gk

xi,n, ∀k ∈ K, ∀n ∈ A (3.24)

an ≤ ∑
i∈S

xi,n, ∀n ∈ A (3.25)

|S| an ≥ ∑
i∈S

xi,n, ∀n ∈ A (3.26)

ξl ≤ |S| al, ∀l ∈ A (3.27)

ξl ≤ ∑
j∈Jl

z j,l + ∑
k∈K

yk,l, ∀l ∈ A (3.28)

ξl ≥
(

∑
j∈Jl

z j,l + ∑
k∈K

yk,l
)
− (1− al)|S|, ∀l ∈ A (3.29)

ξl ≥ 0, ∀l ∈ A (3.30)

xi,n ∈ {0,1}, ∀i ∈ S, ∀n ∈ A (3.31)

yk,n ∈ {0,1}, ∀k ∈ K, ∀n ∈ A (3.32)

z j,n ∈ {0,1}, ∀ j ∈ Jn, ∀n ∈ A (3.33)

an ∈ {0,1}, ∀n ∈ A (3.34)

w1 +w2 +w3 = 1. (3.35)

We add the constraint (3.22) to represent that ϕ = maxl∈A ρl . In addition, to ensure

yk,n = min
(

∑i∈Gk
xi,n,1

)
, we add the constraints (3.23), (3.24), and (3.32). Similarly,

the constraints (3.25), (3.26), and (3.34) enforce an = min
(

∑i∈S xi,n,1
)
. Finally, we
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add the constraints (3.27) – (3.30) for guaranteeing ξl = al

(
∑ j∈Jl

z j,l +∑k∈K yk,l

)
.

At this point, we have a non-fractional and linear form of optimization problem.

When the values of fn and hn for all n are given, our transformed problem turns into

a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem. It is well known that such a

problem can be optimally solved using branch and bound technique. There are plenty

of solvers widely available to solve such MILP problems, for example, CPLEX [44]

and lp solve [45].

3.3.2 Solution Algorithm

To solve the problem in (3.18) – (3.35) by using an MILP solver, we should specify

the values of parameters fn and hn for all n ∈ A. Furthermore, the optimal solution of

original problem can be obtained when solving the problem (3.18) with the optimal

values of these parameters. As stated before, the Dinkelbach’s algorithm in [46] al-

lows a fractional problem to be solved as a sequence of parameterized non-fractional

problems, where the values of parameters are updated iteratively and finally converge

to their respective optimal values. The UA algorithm which solves the problem (3.18)

– (3.35) based on the Dinkelbach method is presented in Algorithm 4.

In the algorithm, the values of parameters fn and hn for all n ∈ A are initialized to

0. The MILP solver calculates the solution of the problem (3.18) – (3.35), with given

values of fn and hn. The algorithm repeats the process that updates the values of all fn

and hn and re-solves the problem by using the MILP solver with the updated values,

until the convergence condition of parameter values is satisfied. That is, the iteration is

stopped when the difference between the new and old values of fn and the difference

between the new and old values of hn for all n ∈ A are smaller than a predefined

threshold ε .
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Algorithm 4 User Association Algorithm.

1: fn← 0, hn← 0 for all n ∈ A
2: f old

n ← 1, hold
n ← 1 for all n ∈ A

3: ε ← 10−5, stop ← f alse
4: while stop = f alse do
5: Solve (3.18) using MILP solver, given fn and hn,∀n ∈ A.
6: stop ← true
7: for all n ∈ A do
8: if | fn− f old

n |> ε then
9: f old

n ← fn, fn← w1Λn
∑l∈A ϑl,nξl

10: stop ← f alse
11: end if
12: if |hn−hold

n |> ε then
13: hold

n ← hn, hn← w2ρn
µ

14: stop ← f alse
15: end if
16: end for
17: end while
18: return the association results (xi,n,yk,n,z j,n)

3.3.3 Computational Complexity (Execution Time)

In order to assess the computational complexity of the proposed UA algorithm under

enterprise WLAN environment where the APs may be densely deployed, we test the

convergence speed of the algorithm according to the number of APs (i.e. 50, 100, and

150). The number of unicast users is set to four times the number of APs and the num-

ber of multicast users is fixed to 100. The RSS value and the traffic arrival rate of each

user are randomly set. Fig. 3.1 shows that the Dinkelbach’s algorithm converges after

a maximum of five iterations. The UA objective function in y-axis refers to objective

function in (3.8). When taking account of such quick convergence of the Dinkelbach’s

algorithm, we can expect that the computational complexity of the proposed UA al-

gorithm will mainly depend on the execution time of MILP problem using CPLEX.

According to [53], in solving very large-scale linear problems (including MILP) which
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Figure 3.1: Convergence of the proposed UA Algorithm.

contain about two millions of constraints and variables, the average execution time of

CPLEX is merely about two seconds. Since the formulated MILP problem in (3.18) –

(3.35) has much fewer variables and constraints, the execution time of our algorithm

is expected to be much shorter.6 Considering that the UA algorithm is activated once

every several minutes, the computational complexity is reasonably acceptable and this

confirms the feasibility and practicality of the proposed UA scheme.

3.4 Implementation

Samsung Galaxy Note 2014 Edition is used as a user device. We have developed an

agent on each user device to perform channel scanning and to execute handover com-

mand utilizing Android API. Meanwhile, TP-Link AP (TL-WDR4300) [54] which uses

OpenWRT as its operating system [55] is utilized as a wireless AP. We also have de-

6According to our numerical evaluation using MATLAB, which is run on a desktop computer with
Intel i7 processor and 16 GByte of RAM, the total execution time of the proposed UA algorithm to
solve the problem with 150 APs is less than five seconds. This implies that the average execution time of
CPLEX for solving the corresponding MILP problem is under one second. Note that the execution time
can get shorter by using a more advanced implementation technique on a server with higher computing
power.
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veloped an agent on the AP to gather the statistics of users utilizing IPtraf [56] and

to gather multicast group information utilizing TCPDump [57]. CPLEX [44] is used

for the MILP solver. Note that, since our implementation is purely done in applica-

tion software level, no lower level implementation and hardware changes are required.

Thus, the proposed scheme can be easily implemented using the current commodity

hardware.

A centralized controller performs the UA work according to Algorithm 2, with the

period of TUA. It is noted that the traffic arrival rates for all unicast users and mul-

ticast groups
(
λ u

i ,λ
d
i ,βk, ∀i,k

)
and the physical transmission rates of WAPs for all

users
(
cd

i, j,n, cu
i,n, cmcst

i,n , ∀i, j,n
)

are used as the input parameters of Algorithm 2. The

controller gets these input parameter values from WAPs and users, as follows. During

the interval of length Tarr, each WAP monitors the uplink and downlink traffic rates

of its each associated unicast user and the downlink traffic rate of its each associated

multicast group, and reports them to the controller at the end of interval. On the other

hand, a user measures the RSS of beacon signal from each surrounding WAP during

the interval of TCQ, and reports the arithmetic mean of the measured RSS values of

each WAP to the controller via its serving WAP, with the period of TCQ. The con-

troller estimates the physical transmission rates of WAPs for users, based on the RSS

values of WAPs reported by the users. Note that, by default, the WiFi-enabled user

device performs background scanning to measure the RSS values of beacon signals

from the surrounding APs. Whenever receiving the measured traffic arrival rates or

channel quality information from WAPs or users, the centralized controller updates

the value of the corresponding parameter by calculating its exponentially weighted

moving averages.7

7For example, if the WAP n received the uplink traffic of B bytes from the unicast user i during the mth
interval of length Tarr and reported B/Tarr as the instantaneous uplink data rate of user i, the centralized
controller updates cu

i,n(m) as δB/Tarr +(1− δ )cu
i,n(m− 1), where δ is called a moving average weight

and 0 < δ ≤ 1.
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Even though the UA algorithm is executed with the period of TUA, a user can join

the network, leave the network, or perform handover to other AP at any time. A newly

activated user and a handover user are associated with the WAP having the highest

beacon RSS. As a result, the load of a certain WAP may exceed the predetermined

overload threshold, Φ. In such case, even before the UA execution timer is expired, the

centralized controller wakes-up the nearest sleeping AP of the overloaded WAP and

requests that the users measure and report the beacon RSS value of the new WAP. Then,

the centralized controller re-executes the UA algorithm. This work can be repeated

several times until the loads of all WAPs are below Φ or there is no more AP which

can be switched-on.

On the other hand, by switching some APs off, the coverage hole may be formed

within the service area of ESS. The coverage hole can be removed by increasing the

transmit power of the neighboring WAPs. Another option is to let a sleeping AP in-

termittently wake-up to check if there is a user being not served by any WAP within

its service area. If it finds a new user, the AP is switched on for serving the user and

reports its switched-on state to the centralized controller.
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Chapter 4

A Graph-Based Handover Scheduling
for Heterogenous Vehicular Networks

4.1 System Model

In this paper, we consider heterogeneous networks where WiFi systems coexist with

cellular networks such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) 1, as depicted in Fig. 4.1. Since

we are interested in efficiently supporting the Internet access of users in vehicles on

roads, we concentrate on communication in the areas around roads. The WiFi APs

or simply APs are randomly and densely deployed, which causes the service areas of

many APs to overlap with each other. On the other hand, the cellular BSs or simply

BSs are deployed under a certain cell planning strategy, so that the service area of the

cellular network covers the whole road area. Unlike the cellular networks, the service

area of the WLANs may not cover some part of road areas. The APs and BSs are

connected to the Internet using wired links. In this paper, the AP and BS are referred to

as a point of attachment (PoA). In addition, we consider that the whole area is divided

1The cellular networks may also include GSM and UMTS network but, for simplicity we only mention
the LTE.
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Figure 4.1: Heterogenous networks in vehicular environments.

into disjoint sub-areas. Therefore, from this point, we can focus on a particular sub-

area.

Each sub-area is managed by a server, possibly in a similar manner to cloudlet

system [62]. The server stores information regarding all PoAs within its sub-area as

well as information of the roads belonging to the corresponding sub-area. The set of all

PoAs within a sub-area is denoted by P , which consists of the set of APs, A, and the

set of BSs, B. Thus, P =A∪B. pa and Ra respectively denote the location and service

radius of PoA-a (∈ P). For a given coordinate point pa, its latitude and longitude

components are denoted by pa.x and pa.y, respectively.

On the other hand, the roads within a sub-area are divided into several road por-

tions. A road portion is started from an intersection or u-turn area and ended in the

next nearest intersection or u-turn area. Thus, a road portion contains no intersec-

tion and u-turn areas. The road portion-p is represented by a list of curve points, Lp.

When the road portion-p has n curve points and its ith curve points is denoted by lpi ,

Lp =
(
lp1 , lp2 , ..., lpn

)
. Moreover, a straight line between two consecutive curve points
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is referred to as a moving path. The north azimuth value formed by ith the moving path

(lpi , lpi+1) of the road portion-p is denoted by θ i
p.

A user device or simply a user, is equipped with both WiFi interface and cellular

network interface, moves in vehicular speed along a road. The user can track its current

position and moving direction using GPS and can connect to both WiFi and cellular

network while moving on the road. However, to maximize the connection time on

WiFi, the user prefers to transmit data through WiFi whenever possible. To maintain

a network connection, the user needs to perform handover to either AP or BS while

moving. Thus, horizontal and vertical HO may take place.2 In the case of horizontal

HO between WiFi APs, the HO can be further categorized into two types of L2 and

L3 HO, depending on the subnet configuration of the APs, like in [11]. The handover

between two APs with the same subnet address is referred to as the L2 HO, whereas

the L3 HO means the handover between the APs with respective different subnet ad-

dresses. The HO latency from PoA-a to PoA-b is denoted by τab. And, ηa(t) denotes

the number of users connected to PoA-a at time t.

4.2 Graph-Based Modeling

Our HO scheduling design is based on a directed graph representing the PoA deploy-

ment on a road, where each PoA is represented as a graph node and the adjacency of

two PoAs becomes an edge. Let us examine this graph modeling.

4.2.1 Division of Road Portion into Road Segments

We first define a road segment as the part of a road portion satisfying the condition that,

if the HO from AP-a to AP-b is possible while moving on the road segment, the HO

from AP-b to AP-a reversely on the same road segment is not possible. This condition

2In the case of vertical HO, the user does not actually perform the HO operation. The user can only
switch the currently active network interface for data transmission either from LTE to WiFi interface or
vice versa.
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is referred to as a single direction HO. With a single direction HO condition, a road

segment can be modelled as a graph which has no loop between any two nodes (APs),

i.e., the graph cannot have simultaneously the edge from vertex-a to vertex-b and the

edge from vertex-b to vertex-a. This no-loop characteristic can lead to more simple but

efficient HO scheduling on the road segment.

Let us explain with an example that the single direction HO condition may not be

held within a road portion. Although a road portion does not contain any intersection

or u-turn area (refer to the definition of a road portion in Section 4.1), it may contain

a sharp turnout section which excessively changes the moving direction of a user. For

instance, a user, which firstly moves toward South direction at the beginning of a road

portion, may finally move toward North direction at the end of road portion due to

the sharp turnout section. As the implication, the user, which performs handover from

AP-a to AP-b at the beginning of road portion, may possibly perform handover from

AP-b to AP-a at the end of road portion.

Now, we partition a road portion into one or more road segments, each of which

satisfies the single direction HO condition. LetMs be the list of curve points which

construct the road segment-s. Ms =
(
ms1 ,ms2 , ...,msk

)
, where ms1 and msk are the

first and last curve points, respectively. In addition, the north azimuth value formed

by the moving path (msi ,msi+1) of the road segment-s is denoted by θ i
s . We assume

that, since a road segment does not contain any sharp turn-out section, the difference

between the north azimuth value of any two moving paths within the road segment

should not be greater than a certain threshold value, Γ. This threshold is used to detect

the sharp turn-out section within a road portion and to divide the road portion into

disjoint road segments. The detail is presented in Algorithm 5, where EmptyList() is a

function which generates an empty list and InSertList(L,e) is a function which inserts

e as the last element of a list L.

We start by setting the first curve point of road portion as the first curve point of
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Algorithm 5 Construction of Road Segments

1: A list of curve points Lp =
(
lp1 , lp2 , ..., lpn

)
2: A list of north azimuth values

(
θ 1

p ,θ
2
p , ...,θ

n−1
p
)

3: Threshold of north azimuth value difference, Γ

4: Ms← EmptyList()
5: InsertList

(
Ms, lp1

)
, `← 1, C←{}

6: for i = 2 to n−1 do
7: if |θ `

p−θ i
p| ≤ Γ then

8: InsertList(Ms, lpi)
9: else

10: C←C∪
{

InsertList(Ms, lpi)
}

11: Ms← EmptyList()
12: InsertList

(
Ms, lpi

)
, `← i

13: end if
14: end for
15: C←C∪

{
InsertList(Ms, lpn)

}
16: return C

the first road segment on the corresponding road portion (line 4, 5). Then, we continu-

ously record all the other curve points which belong to the current road segment, while

observing the north azimuth value difference to detect the next road segment. This is

done until all curve points of the corresponding road portion are processed (lines 6 –

14). The algorithm returns a set of all road segments for given road portion.

Note that since the HO scheduling problem on each road segment is independent

of each other, we initially treat the HO scheduling problem on a single road segment.

Then, we will merge all pieces together in Section 4.4.

4.2.2 Relation between PoAs on a Road Segment

Let us consider a road segment-s with a list of curve points,Ms =
(
ms1 ,ms2 , ...,msk

)
.

To formulate the HO scheduling problem, we need to discuss the relation between

PoAs on road segment-s. We define the initial PoAs of a road segment as the PoAs

whose service area overlaps with the first curve point. Also, the final PoAs of a road
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segment is defined as the PoAs whose service area overlaps with the last curve point.

When Ss and Es respectively denote the set of initial PoAs and the set of final PoAs for

the road segment-s,

Ss =
⋃
∀a∈P

{
a
∣∣∣ ‖pa−ms1‖ ≤ Ra−∆

}
, (4.1)

Es =
⋃
∀a∈P

{
a
∣∣∣ ‖pa−msn‖ ≤ Ra−∆

}
, (4.2)

where ‖x− y‖ is the Euclidean distance between point x and y, and ∆ is a distant

margin.

The perpendicular distance from the location of PoA-a, pa, to a straight line formed

by the moving path (msi , msi+1) is

da =
Φa

‖msi+1−msi‖
, (4.3)

where Φa = |(msi+1.y −msi.y)pa.x − (msi+1.x −msi.x)pa.y + mai+1.xmsi.y −msi+1.ymsi.x|

and | · | is the absolute value. If da < Ra, it implies that the service area of PoA-a

intersects the straight line formed by the moving path (msi , msi+1). q1
a and q2

a denote the

first and second intersection points, respectively, and are calculated as in [64]. Fig. 4.2

depicts all possible cases for the intersection between the service area of PoA-a and a

straight line formed by the moving path (msi , msi+1).

Based on the intersection points between the service area of the PoA and the

straight line formed by the moving path, we define the moving path being covered

by PoA.

Definition 1. A PoA-a covers a moving path (msi ,msi+1), which is written as COVER
(
a,

(msi ,msi+1)
)
, if some part of the path (msi ,msi+1) is located inside the service area of

PoA-a. It is satisfied if one of the following conditions is fulfilled.

‖msi−pa‖ ≤ Ra, (4.4)

‖msi+1−pa‖ ≤ Ra, (4.5)
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Figure 4.2: All possible cases of intersection between service area of PoA-a and the
straight line of the moving path (msi , msi+1).

(
da < Ra

)
∧
(
‖msi−q1

a‖+‖q1
a−q2

a‖+

‖q2
a−msi+1‖= ‖msi−msi+1‖

)
. (4.6)

The equation (4.4) and (4.5) indicate whether msi or msi+1 is located in the service

area of PoA-a (Case 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 4.2). The equation (4.6) holds when both msi

and msi+1 are located outside the service area of PoA-a, but the straight line formed by

those points intersects the service area of PoA-a (Case 4 in Fig. 4.2). A PoA covering

any moving path of the road segment-s (Cases 1 – 4 in Fig. 4.2) becomes one of the

candidate PoAs for HO on the road segment-s.

When the PoA-a covers one or more moving paths of the road segment-s, there are

one or two intersection points between the PoA and the covered moving paths, marked

by the red-crosses in an example of Fig. 4.3. The first and second intersection points

are denoted by us,a and vs,a, respectively. If the first curve point of road segment-s is

within the service area of PoA-a, i.e., if ‖pa−ms1‖< Ra, us,a = ms1 . Also, if the PoA-
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Figure 4.3: The intersection points between the PoAs and the road segment-s where
Ms =

(
ms1 ,ms2 , ...,ms9

)
.

a contains the last curve point of the road segment-s (‖pa−msk‖ < Ra), vs,a = msk .

Based on the above discussion, we describe the relationship between PoAs on the road

segment-s.

Definition 2. A PoA-b is the next neighbor of PoA-a on the road segment-s, which
is written as NEXTs

(
a,b
)
, if there exists a moving path (msi ,msi+1), such that PoA-a

and PoA-b satisfy the conditions in (4.7) and (4.8).

‖q1
a−q2

a‖+‖q1
b−q2

b‖> max
φ ,ψ∈{q1

a,q2
a,q1

b,q
2
b}
‖φ −ψ‖, (4.7)

(
hs(us,a,msk)> hs(us,b,msk)

)
∨
(

hs(ms1 ,vs,a)< hs(ms1 ,vs,b)
)
, (4.8)

where hs(x,y) is the total length of all moving paths from the point x to y.

The condition (4.7) states that the service areas of two PoAs should continuously cover

the moving path (msi ,msi+1). The condition (4.8) is that the PoA-a should be followed

by the PoA-b with regard to the moving direction on the road segment-s. The HO from

PoA-a to PoA-b in the road segment-s may take place if the PoA-b is the next neighbor

of the PoA-a.
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4.2.3 Directed Graph Representation

For given PoA deployment on the road segment-s, we construct a directed graph Gs =

(Vs,Es), where Vs is a set of PoAs whose service area covers at least one moving path

of the road segment-s and Es is a set of all feasible directed edges between PoAs in

Vs. Remind that A is a set of all APs and B is a set of all BSs. Let VA,s and VB,s

respectively denote a set of APs and a set of BSs, covering at least one moving path of

the road segment-s.

VA,s =
⋃
∀a∈A

{
a
∣∣ ∃msi ,msi+1 ∈Ms such that

COVER
(
a,(msi ,msi+1)

)}
, (4.9)

VB,s =
⋃
∀b∈B

{
b
∣∣ ∃msi ,msi+1 ∈Ms such that

COVER
(
b,(msi ,msi+1)

)}
. (4.10)

Then, Vs = VA,s
⋃

VB,s. For the sake of convenience, we will also refer a vertex in

VA,s as AP and a vertex in VB,s as BS.

Now let us derive all feasible edges in Es. When the PoA-b is the next neighbor of

the PoA-a, there exists a directed edge, eab, from PoA-a to PoA-b. Let EA,s be a set

of all directed edges between two PoAs (i.e., APs) in VA,s, and let EB,s be a set of all

directed edges between two BSs in VB,s.

EA,s =
⋃

∀a,b∈VA,s

{
eab

∣∣∣ NEXTs
(
a,b
)}

, (4.11)

EB,s =
⋃

∀a,b∈VB,s

{
eab

∣∣∣ NEXTs
(
a,b
)}

, (4.12)

If there exists a directed edge from the PoA-a to the PoA-b, it implies that the HO

may take place from the PoA-a to the PoA-b. The edges in EA,s or EB,s only specify
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the horizontal HO either between APs or between BSs. In addition to the horizontal

HO, the vertical HO between AP and BS may also take place. Thus, we also should

consider the edges which specify the vertical HO. To maximize the connection time

on WiFi, the user is allowed to perform the HO from AP to BS only when the current

serving AP does not have any other AP as its next neighbor. Thus, the AP can have

an outgoing edge to the BS only when the corresponding AP has no outgoing edge to

any other AP. Note that an AP belonging to the final PoAs does not have any outgoing

edge to the other BSs on the same road segment. Let V−Es
A,s denote a set of all APs in

VA,s excluding the APs in Es. When Evo
s is a set of all feasible outgoing edges from

AP in V−Es
A,s to BS in VB,s,

Evo
s =

⋃
∀a∈V−Es

A,s ,∀b∈VB,s,

∀c∈VA,s

{
eab

∣∣∣ eac /∈ EA,s, NEXTs
(
a,b
)}

. (4.13)

Note that a user should always perform handover from BS to AP whenever the AP

becomes available, This implies that an AP can have an incoming edge from the BS

only when having no incoming edge from any other AP. Let V−Ss
A,s be a set of all APs

in VA,s excluding the APs in Ss. Then, a set of all feasible outgoing edges from BS in

VB,s to AP in V−Ss
A,s is

Evi
s =

⋃
∀b∈VB,s,∀a∈V−Ss

A,s ,

∀c∈VA,s

{
eba

∣∣∣ eca /∈ EA,s, NEXTs
(
b,a
)}

. (4.14)

Finally, a set of all feasible edges, Es, is as

Es = EA,s
⋃

EB,s
⋃

Evo
s

⋃
Evi

s . (4.15)

Fig. 4.4 depicts an example for the PoA deployment on road segment-s and Fig. 4.5

shows the corresponding directed graph. Each edge in the graph has a weight repre-

senting a cost of the corresponding HO, which will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.4: Example deployment of PoAs on a road segment.
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Figure 4.5: A directed graph for the road segment of Fig. 4.4.

4.3 Handover Scheduling Problem

In this section, we formulate the HO scheduling problem and propose the HO schedul-

ing algorithm.

4.3.1 Problem Formulation

The primary goal of our scheme is to find the best HO schedule for each road segment,

which minimizes the total HO latency while having network connection through WiFi

(not cellular) whenever possible and preferring the handover to the AP with fewer
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users. The HO schedule is a sequence list of target PoAs in the order of the HO actions

to be conducted by a user when it moves along a particular road segment. The HO

schedule is derived by solving the following HO scheduling problem.

We formulate the HO scheduling problem of road segment-s, using the directed

graph Gs =(Vs,Es). Let zab be a binary variable indicating whether the edge eab (∈Es)

is selected. Selecting eab means that the HO from the PoA-a to the PoA-b is scheduled.

If eab is selected, zab = 1; otherwise zab = 0. Let w(eab, t) be a weight assigned to edge

eab at time t. The HO scheduling problem for the road segment-s at a time t, started

from the PoA-υ (υ ∈ Ss) and ended at any PoA in Es, is formulated as (4.16) – (4.20).

min ∑
eab∈Es

zab w(eab, t) (4.16)

s.t. ∑
a∈Vs,eυa∈Es

zυa ≥ 1, (4.17)

∑
b∈Vs,eab∈Es

zab− ∑
c∈Vs,eca∈Es

zca = 0, ∀a ∈Ωs (4.18)

∑
a∈Vs

∑
b∈Es,eab∈Es

eab ≥ 1, b 6= υ (4.19)

zab ∈ {0,1}, ∀a,b ∈ Vs (4.20)

where Ωs is the set of all PoAs in Vs excluding the starting PoA and the final PoAs.

The objective (4.16) seeks for the HO schedule that minimizes the sum of weights.

The constraint (4.17) ensures that at least one of the outgoing edges of PoA-υ should

be included since it is a starting PoA. The constraint (4.18) ensures that if the PoA-a

in Ωs is included in the HO schedule, both its incoming and outgoing edges should be

selected together since it is a connecting PoA. The constraint (4.19) ensures that the

HO schedule is ended at one of the PoA in Es, thus at least one incoming edge to one

of these PoAs should be selected. The constraint (4.20) is self-explanatory.
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4.3.2 Weight of Edge

To solve the above HO scheduling problem, we first should design a weight of each

edge, i.e., w(eab, t) for eab ∈ Es. Recall that the objectives of the HO scheduling prob-

lem are: (1) maximizing the connection time on WiFi; (2) minimizing the total HO

latency taken to perform all HO operations during moving on roads; and (3) preferring

the handover to the AP with fewer users. The weight value of each edge should be

assigned so that the objectives are fulfilled.

To encourage that a user selects WiFi (not cellular) for communication whenever

possible, the highest preference should be given to a directed edge from BS to AP

(∈ Evi
s ). Thus, the edge belonging to Evi

s should have the smaller weight value than the

edges with the other types, because of a minimization problem. Next, to achieve the

objective of minimizing the total HO latency, the second highest preference is given to

a directed edge between APs (∈EA,s), since the horizontal HO between APs has much

shorter latency than the vertical HO between AP and BS. Lastly, the lowest preference

is given to an edge from AP to BS (∈ Evo
s ) and an edge between BSs (∈ EB,s), since

the connection to BS is unfavorable. Based on the above discussion, the weight of eab

at a time t, denoted by w(eab, t), is.

w(eab, t) =


−card(Vs), if eab ∈ Evi

s

α
τab
T +β

ηb(t)
Nb

, if eab ∈ EA,s

1, if eab ∈ Evi
s
⋃

EB,s

(4.21)

In (4.21), card(Vs) is the cardinality of the set Vs, τab is the HO latency from AP-a to

AP-b, and ηb(t) is the number of users connected to AP-b at time t. In addition, T is

the maximum possible HO latency and Nb is the maximum allowable number of users

at PoA-b.

Now, we examine more specifically the weight value according to each edge type,
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starting from the edges in EA,s. The edge from AP-a to AP-b has the weight of α
τab
T +

β
ηb(t)

Nb
. The first term accounts for the HO latency and the second term reflects the

number of users associated with the target AP, where α and β (α + β = 1) are the

relative importance factors of the first and second terms. Note that any edge in EA,s has

a positive value smaller than one, since each term is normalized by its maximum value.

The weight is designed with the purpose of reducing the total HO latency (the first

term) while preferring the handover to the AP with fewer associated users (the second

term). Since the handover to the AP with fewer associated users can help to relieve the

channel contention among users within AP, each user may have an opportunity to get

the higher throughput. Furthermore, since the number of associated users at each AP

is changed over time, this term can give a randomness effect to the HO schedule. Note

that the graph representing the PoA deployment on a road segment is a fixed factor. In

addition, because the HO latency between PoAs mainly depends on its HO type which

is a pre-determined parameter, this term reflecting the number of associated users at

each AP is only the time-varying factor in (4.21). Therefore, without this term, the HO

schedule on a particular road segment may always contain the same set of PoAs. This

situation is very undesirable since the users are concentrated to some particular APs

on a road segment and such load unbalancing may incur the performance degradation.

On the other hand, for maintaining the network connection through WiFi whenever

possible, any directed edge from BS to AP should have a weight smaller than zero,

since an edge between two APs has a positive value smaller than one. We simply set

the weight of any edge in Evi
s to −card(Vs). As a result, whenever an AP becomes

available, the user is forced to connect to the AP.

An edge from BS to other BS is selected only when the BS does not have an AP

as its next neighbor. The HO from AP to BS is also scheduled only when the AP has

no neighboring AP. Thus, when considering a positive weight value smaller than one

for an edge between APs, the weight of an edge belonging to these types can be set to
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any positive value equal to or larger than one. We simply assign the weight of one to

the edges from AP to BS and from BS to BS.

4.3.3 HO Scheduling Algorithm

The problem in (4.16) – (4.20) is a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem,

which can be efficiently and quickly solved using any MILP solver such as CPLEX

[44] or LPsolve [45]. Then, the HO schedule is derived from the solution of the prob-

lem, which is a set of selected edges. Algorithm 6 returns the HO schedule of a user for

the road segment-s, which is a sequence list of target PoAs in order of the HO actions

to be conducted by the user while moving along the road segment. Like in Algorithm

5, the function EmptyList() generates an empty list and the function InSertList(L,e)

inserts e as the last element of a list L.

Algorithm 6 HO scheduling on road segment-s, started at PoA-υ
1: Solve the problem (4.16) – (4.20) using MILP solver
2: Let E be the set of edges returned by MILP solver
3: Let V be the set of vertices whose edge is in E
4: Ls,υ ← EmptyList()
5: InSertList(Ls,υ , υ), a← υ

6: while E 6= /0 do
7: if a ∈ B then
8: b← argminb̂∈V,eab̂∈E

hs(ms1 ,vs,b̂)

9: else
10: find b in V such that eab ∈ E
11: end if
12: InSertList(Ls,υ , b), E← E\{eab}, a← b
13: end while
14: return Ls,υ

Firstly, the starting PoA-υ is inserted to an empty list Ls,v as the first element (lines

4 – 5). After that, the HO schedule is derived by repeatedly identifying the next PoA to

be connected through the already selected edge until all edges are processed (lines 6 –

13). If the current PoA-a is a BS (line 7), there may be several possible outgoing edges
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(see Fig. 4.5). Thus, to avoid skipping any edge in E, we should select the outgoing

edge to a PoA which is the closest to the starting curve point of the corresponding road

segment (line 8). However, if the current PoA-a is an AP, there is only one outgoing

edge from AP-a in E (line 10). Then, the PoA-b is inserted to the list of target PoAs.

An example of the HO schedule for the graph with starting PoA-a in Fig. 4.5 derived

by the Algorithm 6 is
(
AP-a, AP-c, BS-1, AP-d, AP-e, BS-1, AP- f

)
.

4.4 Handover Scheduling Operation

The proposed HO scheduling is composed of an offline phase and an online phase.

In the offline phase, the server generates a directed graph for each road segment, by

utilizing the pre-inputted information about network configurations and road topolo-

gies. It is possible since the graph generation requires only the static information about

PoAs and road segments. Meanwhile, since the weight values of edges are periodically

updated with the number of associated users reported by each PoA, the HO schedules

cannot be computed in advance and should be generated on demand. In the online

phase, when receiving the request for HO schedule from a user, the server computes

the HO schedule for the user by using Algorithm 6. Note that the HO schedule de-

livered from the server to the user is merely an ordered list of HO target PoAs. Ac-

cordingly, the user should decide the HO triggering points (i.e., when) by itself while

moving along a road segment. The block diagram in Fig. 4.6 summarizes the steps

in the proposed HO scheme. Now, we describe the HO schedule delivery and the HO

triggering in the online phase.

4.4.1 HO Schedule Delivery

When a user connects to the last PoA of the current HO schedule or when it initially

joins the network, the user request a new HO schedule to the server through its serving
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of the proposed HO scheduling scheme.

PoA.3 For this, the user should send a HO request (HO REQ) packet, which contains

the information about its current location and its serving PoA, to the server. Upon

receiving this request, the server checks the information in the HO REQ packet and

identifies the possible future road segments to which the user may move, as follows. If

a user is currently connected to the final PoA, it implies that the user is close to the end

of the road segment. Thus, by observing the current location of the user, the server may

figure out the next possible road segments to which the user may move. On the other

hand, if a user is not currently connected to the final PoA, it implies that the user has

newly joined the network in the middle of a road segment and its next road segment is

the current one.

When recognizing the next possible road segments, the server should compute the

HO schedules for all possible road segments since it cannot know the road segment

of which the user will finally move to. Assume that the PoA-υ is the current serving

PoA of the user. For any possible road segment-s, the server gets the HO schedule

Ls,υ , by executing the Algorithm 6 with the starting PoA υ . Then, the server generates

3A user joining the network may select its serving PoA based on RSSI.
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the information of (PoA ID, Channel ID, HO Type) for each PoA in Ls,υ , where the

PoA ID is the unique identifier of the corresponding PoA, the Channel ID identifies

the working channel of the PoA, the HO type indicates whether the type of the HO

event from the corresponding PoA to the next PoA is L2, L3, or vertical HO. Let

Is,υ(i) be the information for the ith PoA of Ls,υ and let ns,υ be the number of PoAs

in Ls,υ . Then, the HO schedule information for road segment-s is configured as Zs,υ =(
θ 1

s ,Is,υ(1),Is,υ(2), · · · ,Is,υ(ns,υ)
)

, where θ 1
s is the north azimuth value of the first

moving path of the road segment-s. After that, the server replies with a HO reply

(HO REP) packet, which contains the HO schedule information ZS1,υ ,ZS2,υ , · · · ,ZSκ,υ

for all possible road segments S1,S2, · · · ,Sκ .

Upon receiving the HO REP packet, if there are more than one HO schedule (e.g.,

at the intersection), the user firstly should select an appropriate HO schedule based

on its final moving direction, before updating the HO schedule. It may be better to

make the selection as late as possible until the next road segment is manifested, as

long as the user does not get out of the service area of the current serving PoA. Based

on this reasoning, when the serving PoA of the user is an AP, the user performs the

HO schedule selection when it approaches the service area boundary of AP (i.e., when

the RSSI value of the serving AP falls below the HO RSSI threshold). Meanwhile, the

user being currently served by the BS performs the HO schedule selection when it first

detects a new AP, or approaches the cell edge.

When θc is the north azimuth value of the current moving direction of the user, the

user selects the HO schedule whose north azimuth value is equal to θ ∗s .

θ
∗
s = argmin

θi∈{θ 1
S1,θ

1
S2,...,θ

1
Sκ
}
|θi−θc|, (4.22)
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4.4.2 HO Triggering and Execution

Since a user gets the HO schedule in advance before entering a road segment, the user

knows that it should perform the handover to which PoAs while moving on the road

segment. Additionally, the user has to decide when the handover should be tried (HO

triggering). We basically consider an RSSI-based HO triggering.

Firstly, when the current PoA is a BS and the next PoA in the current HO schedule

is an AP, the user continually checks the accessibility to the next AP while communi-

cating with the serving BS, by intermittently scanning the working channel of the AP.

Note that such channel scanning does not affect the data transmission since the user

uses different network interfaces for the LTE and WiFi. When detecting that the RSSI

value of the next AP is higher than a predefined minimum RSSI threshold, the user

should immediately trigger the handover to the AP, regardless of the RSSI status of its

serving BS. It allows the user to connect to the WiFi network whenever possible. When

the current PoA is a BS and there is no neighboring AP, the horizontal HO mechanism

of LTE can be used. One the other hand, if the serving PoA is an AP, the handover

operation to the next PoA (either AP or BS) is started when the RSSI of serving AP

falls below a predefined threshold.

Once the HO is triggered, the user and the target PoA execute the HO protocol

steps (e.g., horizontal HO between WiFi APs, horizontal HO between BSs, or vertical

HO between AP and BS). The readers can refer to [11] for the execution steps of

horizontal HO between WiFi APs and [63] for horizontal HO between LTE BSs. For

the vertical HO in our scheme, because the user uses different network interfaces to

access WiFi and LTE, it is merely needed to switch the active network interface for

data transmission either from LTE to WiFi or vice versa.

Note that if the handover to a particular target PoA fails after a certain number of

trials, the user marks the PoA as being unavailable. Then, the user scans the working
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channels of neighboring PoAs and selects the PoA with the highest RSSI as a HO target

PoA. Afterwards, the user executes the handover to the new target PoA by following

the proposed HO procedure. In addition, the user may report the unavailable PoA to

the server. The server can make a further decision regarding the unavailable PoA, for

example by removing it from the graph. Then, it will be excluded in any future HO

schedules until it is available.

4.4.3 Communication Overhead

In the proposed HO scheme, the burden for computing the HO schedule is moved from

user to server, whereas a little communication overhead for delivering the schedule

information from server to user is added (the overhead of HO request is negligible).

Let us estimate this delivery overhead.

Whenever a user reaches an intersection, the user receives the HO schedules for all

possible road segments. For each PoA in a HO schedule, we use the PoA ID of 6 bytes,

the channel ID of 1 byte, and the HO type of 1 byte (totally 8 bytes). The HO schedule

which contains Np PoAs uses (8Np +1) bytes, including the north azimuth value of 1

byte. If the number of possible road segments at the intersection is Nm, the whole HO

schedule information delivered to the user is (8Np + 1)Nm bytes. Note that the value

of Np depends on the length of road segment. Since the length of a road segment can

be designed not to be too long, Np is likely to be not large. The intersection is also

commonly constructed by a few of road segments, implying that the value of Nm is

also small. Note that the HO schedule information of a user has the largest size at

intersection. As a result, the information amount of any HO schedule is reasonably so

small (a few hundred bytes) as to be carried by a single MAC frame. Moreover, since

the server sends such the HO schedule information to a user only when it connects to

the last PoA of the current HO schedule or initially joins the network, the information

delivery overhead of the proposed scheme is expected to be not high.
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Chapter 5

Performance Evaluation

5.1 Centralized Channelization Scheme for Wireless LANs Ex-
ploiting Channel Bonding

5.1.1 Experiment Settings

Fig. 5.1 shows the experiment environment and the deployment of the APs and user

devices. In the experiment, we consider three scenarios, i.e., the scenario I: controlled

APs deployment only and the scenario II: controlled and uncontrolled APs deploy-

ment. Note that to realize scenario II, we only need to additionally deploy the uncon-

trolled APs to the scenario I. For the scenario III, the APs and users deployment are

exactly the same with scenario II. In Fig. 5.1, the controlled APs are numbered from

AP-1 to AP-4 and the uncontrolled APs are numbered from AP-5 to AP-8. For both

scenarios, there are only four available channels, i.e., channel 36, 40, 44, and 48. Thus,

we have four basic channels, two channels with a width of 40 MHz, and a single chan-

nel with a width of 80 MHz. All uncontrolled APs are assigned 20 Mhz channel as

follows: channel 44 for AP-5, channel 40 for AP-6, channel 44 for AP-7, and channel

36 for AP-8. In the scenario III, we set all uncontrolled APs use channel bonding as
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Figure 5.1: Experiment environment for evaluation channelization schemes.

follows: channel 36 and 40 for AP-5, channel 44 and 48 for AP-6, channel 36 and

40 for AP-7, and channel 44 and 48 for AP-8. Thus, in this scenario, all channels are

being used by at least two APs.

A single 802.11 client is connected to each AP to receive downlink traffic. More-

over, a notebook is connected using the wired link to each AP which generates a UDP

traffic for the client using Iperf tool. The traffic generation rate of the notebook con-

nected to each controlled AP is 200 Mbps. This amount of traffic is enough to emulate
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the saturation condition for the controlled AP. On the other hand, the traffic generation

rate of the notebook connected to each uncontrolled AP is 50 Mbps.

5.1.2 Comparison Schemes

For the comparison schemes, we consider the centralized version of [13] (namely LIC)

and the channel allocation scheme in [16]. In LIC, the controller uses the interference

graph to assign 20 MHz channel to the AP. The controller assigns the channel with

the least number of interference sources to each AP in consecutive order. On the other

hand, Scheme in [16] considers only controlled APs and direct interference relation

between them. The APs which can be assigned the same channel are group together.

Thus, the APs, which are in a single group, do not have direct interference relation with

each other. The channel assignment is done in the group manner in the consecutive

order. Firstly, each group is assigned a single 20 MHz channel. After the groups are

assigned a channel, and there are still available free basic channels, the channel for the

first group is doubled, then continued with the second group, and so forth. This process

is continued until there is no free basic channel.

5.1.3 Preliminary Experiment for Building Interference Graph

In the real environment, the central controller can build the interference graph au-

tomatically. Moreover, the controller should also update the graph periodically (e.g.,

once every several hours) before the execution of the channelization algorithm. For our

experiment, we conduct the following measurement to derive the interference graph.

We first set the working channel of all controlled APs to the channel-36, and make

all controlled APs perform channel scanning to derive the direct interference relation.

Moreover, we develop a simple Android application for the client devices to scan the

channel and collect the RSSI status of the APs to populate the hidden interference rela-

tion between APs and calculate its corresponding cost value. Then, five users each with
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Figure 5.2: The interference graphs.

a single client device measure the RSSI of the APs within the experiment environment

for a total duration of one hour. The movement model of a user is as follows, in the

corridor the user continuously moves with the walking speed. Once the user arrives in

the class room or seminar room, the user stays for quite a while before the user finally

moves again. The duration of the user stays inside the room is much longer than that

of in the corridor.

The device automatically scans and stores the RSSI information locally with the

period of 5 seconds. At the end of the experiment, we gather all the RSSI report infor-

mation stored locally in each client device. We observe the hidden interference rela-

tion and calculate the corresponding cost value. The RSSI threshold value for building

interference graph is set to -82 dBm. Fig. 5.2 depicts the interference graph for the sce-

nario I, II, and III (for simplicity the directed edge is replaced with the normal edge).

The corresponding cost values are presented in Table 5.1. Note that the cost value for

the same edge on the scenario I, II, and III is the same. The APs in the table header are

the interference sources.
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Table 5.1: The cost of edge on the interference graph

AP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

2 1.00 - 1.00 0.13 0.36 1.00 1.00 1.00

3 1.00 1.00 - 0.21 0.11 0.24 1.00 1.00

4 1.00 0.15 0.23 - 0.09 0.13 0.25 1.00

5.1.4 Experiment Results

The channel allocation and the interference graph results of the proposed scheme for

the scenario I and II are depicted in Fig. 5.3. For scenario I, the proposed scheme suc-

cessfully exploits the fact that the AP-2 and AP-4 can be assigned the same channel

without deteriorating their performance. As a result, there are only three sets of chan-

nel required for the allocation. Since we have four available basic channels, thus by

assigning AP-2 and AP-4 with the same 40 MHz channel maximizes the total network

throughput (optimal allocation). Note that the asterisk mark in the table means that the

corresponding channel is selected as the primary channel. Moreover, for scenario II,

since there are more interference sources, the proposed scheme only assigns 40 MHz

channel to the AP-4. This assignment is possible since the AP-4 has a relatively small

total number of interference sources.

Fig. 5.4 depicts the channel allocation and interference graph results of the LIC

in the scenario I and II. Since in the scenario I the LIC assign only 20 MHz, it ends

in assigning a distinct channel to the AP. In the case of scenario II, the LIC barely

minimizes the total number of interference sources of each AP. It is confirmed by

the number of edges on the resulted interference graph. However, due to the limited

number of channel, it is unavoidable that there still exists a direct interference relation

in the graph.

The channel allocation and interference graph results of the Scheme in [16], are
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Figure 5.3: The results of channel allocation and interference graph by the proposed
scheme.
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Figure 5.5: The results of channel allocation and interference graph by the Scheme in
[16].

presented in Fig. 5.5. The Scheme in [16] assigns the channel in the consecutive order.

Thus, even though it can exploit channel bonding, it does not result in the optimal al-

location. As a result, for the scenario I, only a single AP is assigned 40 MHz channel.

For the scenario II, since the Scheme in [16] does not consider the existence of the un-

controlled APs, thus its allocation result does not change as compared to that of in the

scenario I. This causes AP-1 and AP-2 to share the channel with some of uncontrolled

APs, which degrades the performance severely.

The allocation result for the scenario III are as follows. By running the proposed

scheme, the AP-1 is assigned 20 MHz channel i.e., channel-44. The AP-2 and AP-4

are assigned the same 40 MHz channel, i.e., channel 36 and 40. The AP-3 is assigned

channel-48. Next, executing the LIC scheme, the channel allocation are as follows: AP-

1 is assigned channel-36, AP-2 is assigned channel-44, AP-3 is assigned channel-40,

and AP-4 is assigned channel-48. Meanwhile, scheme in [16] has the same allocation

result as that it scenario II. This is because the scheme in [16] does not consider the

existence of uncontrolled APs.

Next, we want to evaluate the performance of the system as a result of channel
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Figure 5.8: Total network throughput (scenario II).

allocation by observing the throughput. For this purpose UDP traffic is tramitted by

AP to the clients. Fig. 5.6 and 5.7 show the comparison of throughput in the scenario

I. As the proposed scheme results in optimal channel allocation results (i.e., it assigns

40 MHz to AP-2 and AP-4), it achieves the highest total system throughput. It is also

shown by the throughput per-AP (Fig. 5.7), in which for the proposed scheme, the AP-

2 and AP-4 get the highest value. The Scheme in [16] only assigns 40 MHz channel

to a single AP. Thus, its total system throughput is lower than that of the proposed

scheme. The LIC assigns only 20 MHz channel, which results in the lowest total sys-

tem throughput. Note that in Fig. 5.7, the throughput of the APs with the same channel

width is slightly different. This difference is mainly caused by the existence of the

external interference which can not be controlled during the experiment.

The results of throughput for scenario II are depicted in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9. The

proposed scheme results in the highest total system throughput. The reason is that
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Figure 5.9: Throughput per-AP (scenario II).

it produces the optimal allocation results. The Scheme in [16] results in the worst

throughput as it does not consider the existence of the uncontrolled APs. In this case,

the uncontrolled APs causes some APs to share the channel, which significantly de-

grades the network performance. It shows that if the channel bonding is not assigned

carefully, the performance of the WLANs using channel bonding is worse than that of

the WLANs using basic channel only.

Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 show the throughput for the scenario III. Similarly, the pro-

posed scheme achieve significantly higher total throughput than the compared schemes.

This demonstrate that the proposed scheme successfully exploits channel bonding even

in the dense WLAN environment. The proposed scheme starts to assign channel bond-

ing to the controlled APs when it found that the uncontrolled APs also use channel

bonding. This is because using single channel will not give any advantage since all

channels have been used by the uncontrolled APs. Thus, since the interference is non-
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Figure 5.10: Total network throughput (scenario III).
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Figure 5.11: Throughput per-AP (scenario III).
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negligible, the proposed scheme prefers channel bonding to get the advantage of higher

transmission rate. This phenomena can be also observed from the result of LIC scheme

and scheme in [16]. In the scenario III, unlike scenario II, scheme in [16] achieves

higher total throughput than LIC scheme. The reason is exactly the same with the

above discussion. However, since the scheme in [16] does not consider interference

from the uncontrolled APs, its total throughput is not significantly higher than that of

LIC scheme.

The experiments show that the proposed channel allocation scheme successfully

exploits the channel bonding strategy either in less dense or dense WLAN deployment.

According to the results, the channel bonding is applied if the AP has a relatively

small total number of direct and hidden interference sources. Meanwhile, even though

we cannot evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme under DCB due to the

limited capability of the experiment equipments, we believe that the performance of

the proposed scheme under SCB provides the baseline results. In which, the proposed

scheme will provide a higher performance gain under DCB than that of under SCB.

The reason is that the primary channel selection under DCB is more critical than under

SCB, thus a proper primary channel assignment can be expected to offer a higher

performance improvement in DCB.

5.2 User Association for Load Balancing and Energy Saving
in Enterprise Wireless LANs

5.2.1 Performance Metrics

As the metrics for evaluating the performance of UA scheme, we adopt a load balanc-

ing factor (LBF), the offered load of a WAP, the ratio of WAP, the aggregate throughput

of the entire ESS, and the throughput per WAP.
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Offered Load of WAP

Let Ln be the offered load of WAP n, defined as the sum of uplink and downlink traffic

arrival rates to the WAP n as a result of UA process. Then,

Ln = ∑
j∈Jn

z j,n ∑
i∈M j

(
λ

u
i +λ

d
i
)
+ ∑

k∈K
yk,nβk. (5.1)

Load Balancing Factor

We define the load balancing factor η as the offered load per WAP, normalized by the

biggest value among the offered loads of all WAPs. When Ω denotes the set of WAPs,

i.e., Ω = {n | an = 1, n ∈ A},

η =
1
|Ω| ∑n∈Ω

Ln

maxl∈ΩLl
. (5.2)

If η is close to 1, the system traffic load is well balanced among WAPs. Note that the

load balancing factor tells us how much the total traffic arrival rate of an AP differ with

those of other APs.

Ratio of WAP

The ratio of WAP is calculated as the average number of WAPs during each UA inter-

val, divided by the total number of APs. The smaller ratio of WAP means that more

APs are switched-off, which implies more energy saving.

Throughput

The throughput is defined as the traffic amount (bits) received successfully per sec-

ond. Note that the throughput of multicast group is calculated as the average of the

throughputs of all multicast users within the group. Unless stated otherwise, the unit

of throughput is Mbps.
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Figure 5.12: Deployment of APs and users for evaluating the proposed UA scheme.

5.2.2 Experiment Settings

Our WLAN testbed consists of three entities, i.e., 802.11n enabled user devices, 802.11n

based wireless APs, and a server as centralized controller. Fig. 5.12 shows the deploy-

ment of those equipments in our testbed environment. We conducted the experiment in

non MU-MIMO system, since most of the current APs and user devices do not support

a MU-MIMO function.

The experiment parameters are set as follows: w1 = 0.3, w2 = 0.3, w3 = 0.4, rmcst
k,n =

6.5 Mbps for any multicast group k and any AP n, Rmax
n = 65 Mbps for any AP n,

φmin = 6.5 Mbps, Φ = 0.7, TUA = 60 s, Tarr = 2 s, TCQ = 5 s, and δ = 0.5. The transmit

power of AP is set to 7 dBm. Table 5.2 shows mapping of RSS into the data rate where

a long guard interval (GI) is assumed to be used in IEEE 802.11n. The MCS-I is the

modulation and coding scheme index used for the corresponding RSS.

5.2.3 Experiment Results

We first investigate the performance of the proposed scheme when the distinct channel

is assigned to each AP and the UDP traffic is sent to the unicast users. At the beginning
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Table 5.2: Conversion of RSS to Data Rate [58].

MCS Index Min. RSS (dBm)
Data Rate (Mbps)

20 MHz Channel Width 40 MHz Channel Width

0 -82 6.50 13.50
1 -79 13.00 27.00
2 -77 19.50 40.50
3 -74 26.00 54.00
4 -70 39.00 81.00
5 -66 52.00 108.00
6 -65 58.50 121.50
7 -64 65.00 135.00

(t = 0), four multicast users (M-1, M-2, M-3, M-4) belonging to the same group and

three unicast users (U-1, U-2, U-3) are deployed. The downlink UDP traffic for the

multicast group is generated at the rate of 3 Mbps1, and each unicast user has downlink

UDP traffic with arrival rate of 10 Mbps. Moreover, each unicast user has downlink

UDP traffic with arrival rate of 10 Mbps. At t = 51 s, seven unicast users (U-4, U-5,

U-6, U-7, U-8, U-9, U-10) are additionally activated. At t = 111 s, all unicast users are

deactivated. We set TUA = 60 s so that the UA algorithm is run at t = 60 s and t = 120

s.

By examining the result in the time range [0,50] of Fig. 5.13, we can observe that

the proposed scheme switches two APs on for serving the given users. During this

time range, two unicast users are associated with the AP 2, and the remaining one

unicast user and all multicast users are associated with AP 3. Furthermore, the value

of LBF seems to be quite high, which implies that the load is well balanced. Note that

seven unicast users are newly activated at t = 51 s but the UA work with the period of

1The mulsticast transmission is usually used for audio or video streaming. According to [59], the
bitrate of high-quality MPEG-4 video is 3 Mbps.
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60 s is performed at t = 60 s. During the time duration [51,60], since each activated

unicast user is associated with its best WAP based on RSS, the offered loads of AP 2

and AP 3 are increased (see Fig. 5.13) and the throughput per WAP is also increased

(see Fig. 5.14). At t = 60, after executing the UA algorithm with only the existing

WAPs, the controller finds that the loads of AP 2 and AP 3 exceed the threshold Φ.

Accordingly, the controller switches AP 4 on, and gathers the channel status from all

users, and then re-executes the UA. At this point, U-5, U-6, U-7, and U-8 are associated

with AP 2; all multicast users, U-2, U-3, and U-4 with AP 3; U-1, U-9, and U-10 with

AP 4. This UA result still causes the load of AP 2 and AP 3 to exceed the threshold Φ.

Thus, the controller switches AP 1 on and re-executes the UA algorithm after gathering

the channel state information from all users. As a result, U-6 and U-7 are associated

with AP 1; U-4, U-5, U-8 with AP 2; all multicast users, U-2, and U-3 with AP 3; U-1,

U-9, and U-10 with AP 4. Fig. 5.14 shows that the total throughput increases as the

users are newly added but the throughput per WAP is firstly increased, and then it is

decreased because AP 1 and AP 4 are newly switched on. On the other hand, at t = 111

s, all the unicast users are deactivated and the controller executes the UA algorithm at

t = 120 s. As a result, only a single AP (i.e., AP 3) has been turned on to serve the

multicast users and this leads to less energy consumption. The throughput decreases

since there are only the multicast users.

Next, we examine the performance of system when the server sends TCP traf-

fic to the unicast users. The other experiment settings are exactly the same as those of

Fig. 5.13 and 5.14. Fig. 5.4 shows the offered load, LBF, total throughput, and through-

put per WAP. The results are almost similar with those of the previous experiment in

Fig. 5.13 and 5.14. This is because the traffic type has little effect on the UA result,

thus the association between users and APs in this experiment is the same as those

of the previous experiment. However, the slight difference is observed when the of-

fered load is relatively high. During the time range [60,110], the graphs of Fig. 5.15
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Figure 5.13: Offered load (without channel sharing and UDP traffic).
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Figure 5.14: Throughput (without channel sharing and UDP traffic).
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Figure 5.15: Offered load (without channel sharing and TCP traffic).

and 5.16 fluctuate more than the corresponding graphs of Fig. 5.13 and 5.14. This is

mainly caused by the congestion control and reliable transmission mechanism of TCP.

The TCP ACKs for reliable transmission create uplink traffic from the users, which

leads to the contention among AP and users. This contention causes the TCP to ad-

just its window size dynamically, which affects the offered load on each AP. However,

this phenomenon does not reduce the average throughput, because there is still enough

resource to serve the offered load.

Now, let us demonstrate the channel sharing effect through experiment. To this end,

we assign the same channel for AP 1 and AP 2, whereas AP 3 and AP 4 respectively

use channels being different from that of AP 1. All unicast users receive only the UDP

traffic from the server, like in Fig. 5.13 and 5.14. The other parameter settings such

as the traffic arrival rate of a user and the scenario of user activation/deactivation are

the same as those of Fig. 5.13 and 5.14. The results are depicted in Fig. 5.17 and 5.18.

During the time range [0,50] in which three unicast users and four users of a single
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Figure 5.16: Throughput (without channel sharing and the TCP traffic).

multicast group have been deployed, the graph shows a similar trend with Fig. 5.13

and 5.14. Starting at t = 51 s, seven other unicast users are additionally activated and

at t = 60, the UA algorithm is re-executed. Unlike Fig. 5.13 and 5.14, the AP 1 still

remains inactive (switch off) state although the loads of AP 2 and AP 3 increase above

the threshold. All users are served using AP 2, AP 3, and AP 4. This is because AP 1

and AP 2 share the same channel and thus they should share the air time when being

switched on at the same time. Based on the current parameter values, the proposed

scheme decides that there is no significant gain achieved by switching-on both AP 1

and AP 2 together. Furthermore, by switching AP 1 off, energy consumption of the

entire ESS system can be reduced. On the other hand, at t = 111 s, all unicast users

are deactivated and only the multicast users are left. At t = 120, the UA algorithm is

executed. Similarly to the first experiment result in Fig. 5.13 and 5.14, the proposed

scheme switches a single AP on (i.e., AP 3) and puts the other APs off, and this leads

to less energy consumption for the entire ESS.
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Figure 5.17: Offered load (with channel sharing and UDP traffic).
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Figure 5.18: Throughput (with channel sharing and UDP traffic).
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Fig. 5.19 and 5.20 illustrates the experiment results obtained with the same exper-

iment settings as those of Fig. 5.17 and 5.18, except that all unicast users receive the

TCP (not UDP) traffic. As mentioned already, since the traffic type does not affect the

UA result, the graphs in Fig. 5.19 and 5.20 have a similar trend with the correspond-

ing graphs in Fig. 5.17 and 5.18. We also have observed this phenomenon between

Fig. 5.13–5.14 and Fig. 5.15–5.16. The reason is basically the same. However, we

can see much more severe fluctuation in the graphs of Fig. 5.19 and 5.20 compared

with those of Fig. 5.15 and 5.16, particularly during the time range [60,110]. This is

because, although the system is highly loaded in channel sharing environment, some

APs can remain inactive (AP 1 in the experiment of Fig. 5.19 and 5.20) and then each

working AP should serve more users. Accordingly, the contention among devices (i.e.,

AP and users) for sending uplink TCP ACKs as well as downlink traffic gets higher,

which makes more traffic to be congested in the AP. This incurs more frequent con-

gestion control events and results in more severe fluctuation. In addition, such high

contention leads to the degradation of throughput performance. As observed in Figs.

5(b) and 6(b), under heavy load condition, each WAP gets the lower throughput when

sending the TCP traffic (33.7 Mbps), than when sending the UDP traffic (34.3 Mbps).

In summary, the experiment results of Figs. 5.13–5.20 demonstrate that the pro-

posed scheme well adapts to the environmental change, while effectively handling not

only the UDP traffic but also the TCP traffic. The APs are switched on/off adaptively

according to the system load without deteriorating the performance of WLANs. In

addition, the proposed scheme well distributes the traffic load among WAPs.

5.2.4 Simulation Settings

For evaluating the performance of proposed UA scheme under various scenarios and

parameter settings while comparing with some existing schemes, we conduct extensive

simulations. For the simulation, we have developed a simulator by using MATLAB.
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Figure 5.19: Offered load (with channel sharing and TCP traffic).
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Figure 5.20: Throughput (with channel sharing and TCP traffic).
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As a default simulation setting, we deploy four APs, one at each corner of L m× L

m square area, which are numbered in clockwise order. Each AP is assigned a channel

with the bandwidth of 20 MHz. The channel model in [60] is used.2 The transmit

power of an AP is 18 dBm and the noise power is set to−90 dBm. The data frame size

is set to 1500 bytes and each AP transmits the downlink traffic of users in round-robin

fashion. The data transmission rate is decided by referring to Table 5.2, with given RSS

value. The physical transmission rate of multicast traffic is set to 6.5 Mbps. A multicast

group generates only downlink UDP traffic at the rate of 3 Mbps. A unicast user has

uplink UDP traffic as well as downlink UDP traffic. The uplink traffic arrival rate of

a unicast user is 1 Mbps and its downlink arrival rate is 5.6 Mbps unless mentioned

otherwise. The other parameter values are the same as those in the experiment.

5.2.5 Comparison Schemes

For performance comparison, we select the RSSI-based scheme, the scheme in [22],

and the scheme in [28]. In the RSSI-based UA scheme, each user is associated with

the AP from which the received beacon signal strength is the strongest. As mentioned

already in Introduction, the scheme in [22] intends to maximize the minimum of the

MAC efficiencies of users. In simulation, the throughput weight factor is set to 0, like

in [22]. The scheme in [28] tries to switch some APs off according to the current

traffic load condition. That is, an AP with light load tries to relocate its users to other

AP in light or normal load state so that it can go to sleep, and the AP having heavy load

relocates its users to the neighbor AP in light or normal load state for load balancing. In

simulation, the heavy load and light load thresholds are set to 0.7 and 0.4, respectively,

like in [28].
2Let d (meters) denote the distance between AP and user. If d ≤ 5, the path loss is 53.03 dB and the

lognormal shadowing has the standard deviation of 3 dB; otherwise, the path loss is 29.57+35log10(d)
dB and the standard deviation of lognormal shadowing is set to 4 dB.
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5.2.6 Simulation Results

Fig. 5.21 shows the influence that the weights w1, w2, and w3 (w1 +w2 +w3 = 1) of

our UA objective function have on the performance of the proposed scheme. Remind

that the weight w1 is related to throughput, w2 is the load balancing weight, and w3

is the weight for using the fewer WAPs. The size parameter L of service area is set

to 80 m, and twelve unicast users and eight users of a single multicast group are ran-

domly located within the service area. All APs are assigned different channels without

channel sharing, and the transmission range of each AP covers the entire service area,

modeling a hot spot area of real environment.

As shown in Fig. 5.21(a), the total system throughput increases with larger w1

and/or w2, which means the smaller w3. The smaller w3 implies more WAPs and it

naturally results in the higher system throughput. The throughput per WAP is high

when both w1 and w2 are relatively high, as shown in Fig. 5.21(b). When only the

w1 is high, the proposed scheme behaves like the RSSI-based scheme, where a user

individually tries to associate with the AP of highest RSS. This causes some APs to be

excessively underloaded, which decreases the throughput per WAP. If only the w2 is

high, the multicast users are distributed to all APs, which aggravates the performance

anomaly effect and, as a result, decreases the throughput per WAP. When both w1

and w2 are low, WAPs are too few to accommodate traffic load. On the other hand,

Fig. 5.21(c) shows that the load balancing factor has a high value when the number of

WAPs is small with a high w3. It is because few WAPs make a sufficiently large amount

of traffic load be assigned to each WAP so that the difference between the traffic loads

of APs is small. Based on all these results, we suggest the range value of 0.3 ∼ 0.4 for

w1 and w2, for a reasonable good performance. In the following all simulations of non

MU-MIMO system, we set w1 = 0.3, w2 = 0.3, and w3 = 0.4.

Next, we examine the effect that the number of unicast users has on the perfor-
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Figure 5.21: Effect of weight combinations on performance (non MU-MIMO system
without channel sharing).
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mance, in Fig. 5.22. The other parameter settings are the same as those of Fig. 5.21.

As shown in Fig. 5.22(a), the proposed scheme achieves much higher total through-

put than the other schemes. This is because the proposed scheme tries to assign the

multicast users to as few APs as possible, whereas the comparison schemes distribute

multicast users to almost all APs without consideration for the multicast group and it

incurs the performance anomaly phenomenon which reduces the achievable through-

put. In addition, since the proposed scheme controls the number of WAPs adaptively

in proportion to the system load, it outperforms the other schemes in the throughput

per WAP (Fig. 5.22(a)). Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5.22(b), the loads of WAPs are

also well balanced under the proposed scheme. Especially under low load, the pro-

posed scheme can save energy greatly without deteriorating the performance because

of being able to serve all users with few WAPs (Fig. 5.22(b)). On the other hand, the

scheme [22] provides better performance compared with the scheme [28], because the

scheme [28] does not appropriately assess the load status of AP by not considering the

instantaneous channel condition of user when estimating the saturation throughput.

In Fig. 5.23, we examine the effect of channel sharing among the APs in proximity

where the AP 1 and AP 3 share the same channel, whereas the AP 2 and the AP 4 use

distinct channels with other APs. The other simulation settings are the same as those

of Fig. 5.22. We can observe that the results for channel sharing in Fig. 5.23 have a

very similar tendency to the results for no channel sharing in Fig. 5.22. However, the

throughput difference between the proposed scheme and the other schemes is larger

rather than that without channel sharing of Fig. 5.22. This is because the proposed

scheme prefers to switch-off one among two APs using the same channel for perfor-

mance improvement, as compared with the other schemes that do not care channel

sharing. By comparing Fig. 5.22(b) and Fig. 5.23(b), we can observe this feature of

the proposed scheme, i.e., the proposed scheme takes the policy of utilizing the fewer

WAPs under channel sharing situation.
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Figure 5.22: Performance according to the number of unicast users in non MU-MIMO
system without channel sharing.
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Figure 5.23: Performance according to the number of unicast users in non MU-MIMO
system with channel sharing.
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Fig. 5.24 depicts the performances of UA schemes according to the downlink traf-

fic arrival rate of a unicast user. Two unicast users and a single multicast group of

eight users are deployed in the service area, and the other settings are the same as

those in Fig. 5.22. As shown in Fig. 5.24(a), the proposed scheme outperforms the

other comparison schemes in throughout, especially in the throughput per WAP. This

is because the proposed scheme determines the number of WAPs adaptively to given

load. Accordingly, the proposed scheme has much fewer WAPs, i.e., the lower ratio of

WAPs, as compared with the other schemes (see Fig. 5.24(b)). On the other hand, as

also depicted in Fig. 5.24(b), the load balancing factors of all UA schemes decrease as

the traffic arrival rate of a unicast user increases. It is because, with the fixed number

of unicast users, increasing their traffic arrival rates causes the larger load difference

between WAPs. The proposed scheme and the scheme [28] have higher LBF than the

RSSI-based scheme and the scheme [22], because both of them switch some APs off

according to system load and this reduces the load difference between WAPs. When

the traffic arrival rate of a unicast user is relatively small, since the proposed scheme

tries to assign the multicast users to one AP and two unicast users to another AP, it has

the lower LBF than the scheme [28] which distributes the multicast users to several

APs, but when the traffic arrival rate is relatively large, it ends in assigning unicast

users into different APs while leading to the improved load balancing among WAPs.

Fig. 5.25 depicts the performances of UA schemes according to the number of

multicast groups, where the number of users per multicast group is fixed to 8 and

there are two unicast users. The other simulation settings are the same as those in

Fig. 5.22. The effect of adding a new multicast group in the proposed scheme is simi-

lar to the effect of adding a new unicast user, shown in Fig. 5.22. The total throughput

of the proposed scheme increases with more multicast groups, but the total through-

put in other schemes slightly decreases as the number of multicast groups increases

(see Fig. 5.25(a)). The reason is as follows. Since the comparison schemes treat the
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Figure 5.24: Performance according to the downlink traffic arrival rate of a unicast
user in non MU-MIMO system without channel sharing.
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Figure 5.25: Performance according to the number of multicast groups in non MU-
MIMO system without channel sharing.
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multicast user individually (not as a group), the multicast traffic from each group is in-

jected to almost all APs. Accordingly, the performance anomaly phenomenon caused

by the multicast traffic gets worse and, in turn, this leads to the decrease of both total

throughput and throughput per WAP and the activation of more APs. Thus, as shown

in Fig. 5.25(b), the ESS under the proposed scheme consumes less energy with fewer

WAPs in comparison to the other schemes, in serving all users.

5.2.7 Simulation for MU-MIMO System

We assess the performance of the proposed UA scheme in the system where MU-

MIMO technique is applied to downlink traffic transmission of unicast users. In simu-

lation, all APs are assumed to be equipped with four transmit antennas, and the weights

are set as w1 = 0.4, w2 = 0.4, w3 = 0.2. The other settings except these weights are the

same as those of Fig. 5.22. For performance comparison, we select the scheme in [32],

which performs the UA while taking account of channel correlation between users for

exploiting MU-MIMO. In addition, to assess the performance degradation effect due

to filtered MU-MIMO grouping in Algorithm 1, we compare the proposed UA scheme

which considers all feasible MU-MIMO groups, i.e., M, without Algorithm 1. The

performance of the proposed scheme performing UA without considering MU-MIMO

is also presented. For this case, the weights are the same as those of Fig. 5.22. We

modified our MATLAB simulation code so as to support MU-MIMO transmission by

utilizing the code provided by [61].

The comparison results are depicted in Fig. 5.26. Note that, irrespective of the

used UA schemes, whenever transmitting downlink unicast traffic, each AP newly

forms MU-MIMO groups and calculates their beamforming vectors, depending on

the channel correlation between its all associated unicast users. As shown in Fig. 5.26,

the performance difference between the proposed UA scheme based on filtered MU-

MIMO groups (Algorithm 3) and the proposed scheme considering all groups is not
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noticeable. This confirms the effectiveness of our “Generating MU-MIMO Candidate

Groups” algorithm (Algorithm 3). On the other hand, under the proposed UA scheme

considering MU-MIMO, most unicast users are concentrated to some APs for exploit-

ing simultaneous transmission. Accordingly, the UA scheme considering MU-MIMO

can put more APs into sleep (Fig. 5.26(b)) and this results in much higher throughput

per WAP while saving more energy without deteriorating the total throughput perfor-

mance (Fig. 5.26(a)). Meanwhile, in the scheme performing UA without consideration

of MU-MIMO, since the association is treated individually for each unicast user, the

load can be more well balanced among WAPs (Fig. 5.26(b)). However, as the num-

ber of unicast users increases, the unicast users are distributed to more APs although

the association of unicast users is done in group manner. As a result, the performance

difference between the proposed UA schemes in LBF is decreased with more users

(Fig. 5.26(b)).

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5.26(b), the scheme in [32] has similar LBF

performance to the proposed UA schemes considering MU-MIMO, because both of

them deal with the association of unicast users in group manner. However, the scheme

in [32] does not treat the association of multicast users in group manner. Thus, since

the multicast users of the same group are usually distributed to several APs, more APs

are switched on and this results in the lower throughput per WAP and more energy

consumption for the entire ESS.

In summary, the comparison results from extensive simulation in Figs. 5.22 – 5.26

demonstrates that the proposed UA scheme achieves remarkably outstanding perfor-

mance while well adapting to various enterprise WLAN environments, i.e., coexis-

tence of multicast and unicast traffic, dramatic variation over time in the number of

users and traffic load, and supporting for MU-MIMO and channel sharing.
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5.3 A Graph-Based Handover Scheduling for Heterogenous
Vehicular Networks

5.3.1 Performance Metrics

The following metrics are used for performance evaluation.

• Number of HO events is the total number of L2 and L3 HO events performed

by a user moving along the roads during its travel time (i.e., a simulation run

time).

• Ratio of effective connection time is defined as the ratio of the effective data

transmission time excluding the total time taken to finish all of the HO events,

for the whole travel time.

• Fairness index is calculated using Jain’s equation for the total throughput of

AP.

F =

(
∑

M
i=1 Xi

)2

M ·∑M
i=1(Xi)2

, (5.3)

where M is the total number of APs and Xi is the total throughput of AP-i during

the whole travel time. The higher fairness index implies the smaller differences

between APs in their throughputs. In other words, the APs are utilized more

fairly.

• Packet drop ratio is the ratio of the packets dropped by a user during its travel

time due to HO events.

• Average throughput refers to the average throughput per user, including uplink

and downlink one.

5.3.2 Simulation Settings

We consider a particular region in the Manhattan city (red-marked area) as shown in

Fig. 5.27 whose size is approximately 1000 m x 1000 m. The detail information for the
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Block

Figure 5.27: Simulation environment: Manhattan area.

roads on this area is got from OpenStreetMap [65]. The default number of vehicles is

300. We utilize the SUMO tool [66] to generate the traffic model of the vehicles inside

the red-marked area. The moving speed of a vehicle is uniformly distributed in the

range of 0∼ 50 km/h. Furthermore, we set 8 blocks within the area to be clean blocks,

in which there is no installed AP. Then, 600 APs are randomly deployed according to a

uniform distribution within the area, excluding the clean blocks. It creates several road

segments which are not fully covered by the WiFi. On the other hand, we deploy five

LTE BSs with the service radius of 500 m (one on each corner and one in the middle

of the red-marked area). Thus, the LTE network covers all the road segments.

While moving along a road, the vehicles are connected to PoAs for wireless Inter-

net access. During simulation, downlink UDP traffic with the default arrival rate of 4

Mbps is sent to a user. At the same time, the user also sends uplink UDP traffic whose

arrival rate is 0.1 Mbps. The APs within the same block are assigned into the same

subnet with the probability of 0.8. Thus, the L2 HO takes place only between APs in

the same block which belong to the same subnet. The L2 HO execution steps include

a single channel scanning, authentication and association process, which take 80 ms to
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finish. The L3 HO includes L2 HO with an additional DHCP process and is assumed

to takes 2 s to finish.3 Accordingly, T = 2 s in (4.21). In addition, the maximum al-

lowable number of users at each AP is set to 10, i.e., Nb = 10, ∀b ∈ A in (4.21). All

packets in the buffer are assumed to be dropped when a user executes the HO.

In the simulation, we consider the IEEE 802.11n for WiFi, of which the parameters

are presented in Table 5.3. The APs in proximity are assigned a different operating

channel. Thus, co-channel interference between the neighbor APs is assumed to be

negligible. For the channel model, we consider pathloss, lognormal shadowing, and

multipath fading. The path loss is 33.3+ 36.7log10 d (dB), where d (meters) is the

distance between AP and user [67]. The standard deviation of shadowing is 8 dB and

the multipath fading follows Jake’s spectrum model [68]. The average service radius

of WiFi, Ra, is approximately 80 m [69]. For the performance comparison with the

proposed scheme, we consider the handover schemes in [36] and [39]. Similarly to the

proposed scheme, in the comparison schemes, a user connects to the BS only when

there is no available AP. Note that since all schemes access the cellular network in the

same manner, the performance differences among three schemes are merely originated

from WiFi. Therefore, for the purpose of performance comparison, we measure only

the performance of WiFi. The total simulation time is 1100 s.

5.3.3 Simulation Results

Table 5.4 shows the average number of HO events according to the HO type, and the

ratio of effective connection time. The default parameter settings are used. We fist

discuss the effect of α on the performance of the proposed scheme. Note that α is a

3Actually, these L2 and L3 HO latency values of 80 ms and 2 s respectively were derived through
experiment in the real vehicular network environment. The experiment settings were the same with those
in [11]. To measure the L2 HO latency, we set the APs to be in the same subnet, thus there was no DHCP
process required during the HO. On the other hand, for the L3 HO, we set the APs to be in different
subnet and enabled the DHCP server on each AP. The HO was triggered when the RSSI of the current
serving AP was equal or less than −80 dBm.
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Table 5.3: Simulation parameters for WiFi.

Parameters Value

Channel bandwidth 20 MHz
Tx power 20 dBm
Minimum RSSI threshold −82 dBm
HO RSSI threshold −80 dBm
Data frame length 1500 bytes
ACK frame length 14 bytes
MAC header 38 bytes
Slot time 9 µs
SIFS time 16 µs
DIFS time 34 µs

weight of HO latency (see (4.21)). Thus, with the larger α , the proposed scheme tries

to reduce the HO latency by preferring the L2 HO with shorter latency compared to the

L3 HO, and this allows a user to get the longer effective connection time. Accordingly,

in the proposed scheme, as the α gets larger, the average number of the L2 HO events

and the ratio of effective connection time increase.

On the other hand, we can observe in Table 5.4 that the proposed scheme generates

the fewer HO events than the schemes in [36] and [39]. It implies that the proposed

scheme more accurately selects the target APs. The scheme in [36] selects a target

AP, based on the instant information regarding the current network status sent by the

serving AP. This information may not be accurate because of time delay, when it is

received by the users. Furthermore, the users in a certain location at a particular time

may receive the same information, which causes them to select the same inappropriate

AP for HO. The scheme in [39] merely tries to maximize the sojourn time of a user

within the AP without considering the HO latency between APs. Thus, it results in

the fewer HO events compared to the scheme in [36]. However, since its target PoA

selection highly depends on the record of previous moving direction which may not
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Table 5.4: Comparison of the average number of HO events and the ratio of effective
connection time.

Scheme
Average Number of Ratio of Effective
HO Events (L2, L3) Connection Time

Proposed (α = 0) ( 16.44, 70.15 ) 86.80 %

Proposed (α = 0.2) ( 35.30, 51.98 ) 89.97 %

Proposed (α = 0.5) ( 35.49, 51.78 ) 90.00 %

Scheme in [36] ( 48.87, 89.66 ) 83.01 %

Scheme in [39] ( 23.18, 72.53 ) 86.32 %

accurately represent the future moving direction, it may still make an inaccurate AP

selection.

Figs. 5.28 and 5.29 depict the fairness index, the packet drop ratio, and the average

throughput, according to the number of users and traffic arrival rate, respectively. First,

we discuss the influence of β on the performance of the proposed scheme (α +β = 1).

Note that β is a weight parameter for preferring the AP with fewer associated users,

in selecting a HO target AP. Accordingly, as shown in Figs. 5.28(a) and 5.29(a), it is

obvious that the highest fairness index is achieved when β = 1, because distributing

the users among APs gets the highest priority when β = 1. Since the contention among

users gets severer with the smaller β , the number of packets in the buffer increases as

β decreases. As a result, with the smaller β , the more packets are dropped during the

handover operation and the packet drop ratio increases (see Figs. 5.28(b) and 5.29(b)).

Meanwhile, in Figs. 5.28(c) and 5.29(c), we observe that the throughput of the pro-

posed scheme slightly decreases when α is zero or too high. The reason is that when

α = 0, the effective connection time ratio decreases (see Table 5.4) and this causes the

decrease of user throughput. A too high α also incurs the high contention and leads to

the decrease of throughput. From the above simulation results, it is observed that the

proposed scheme achieves better performance when α is not zero while being much
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Figure 5.28: Performance of the system for various number of users.
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smaller than β . Next, let us compare the performances of the proposed scheme and

the existing schemes. We firstly discuss in Fig. 5.28(a) the throughput fairness perfor-

mance according to the number of users. In general, the fairness index increases with

more users due to averaging effect, because the users are well distributed among the

available road segments and more APs have a chance to serve the users. However, re-

gardless of this condition, the fairness index of the scheme in [39] slightly decreases

with more users. The reason is that the scheme in [39] merely selects a target AP to

maximize the sojourn time of the user within the AP. Thus, since the users moving

on the same road segment have a tendency to select the same target APs, as the num-

ber of users increases, the users are concentrated to only some particular APs in each

road segment, while degrading the fairness performance. On the other hand, as already

explained in Table 5.4, the scheme in [36] may select a target AP based on old in-

formation. We observed in simulation that many APs are left unused. As a result, the

scheme in [36] has the worst performance among the schemes in throughput fairness.

Fig. 5.28(b) shows the packet drop ratio. Since the proposed scheme aims at re-

ducing the HO latency while preferring the APs with fewer associated users, the users

under the proposed scheme experience the short HO period and less contention among

users within AP. As a result, the proposed scheme has the lower packet drop ratio than

the schemes in [36] and [39]. Also, as we can observe in Fig. 5.28(c), the features of

the proposed scheme, such as the less contention, longer effective connection time,

and lower packet drop ratio, provide the higher throughput to a user, compared to the

schemes in [36] and [39].

Next, we examine in Fig. 5.29 the performances of three schemes according to

downlink traffic load. With the higher traffic arrival rate, the fairness in all schemes is

improved because the throughput difference between APs decreases (see Fig. 5.29(a)).

In addition, as the downlink arrival rate of a user increases, it is natural that the packet

drop ratios of all schemes get higher because each user has more packets in the buffer
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Figure 5.29: Performance of the system for various downlink traffic arrival rate.
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Figure 5.30: Performance of the system for various L2-HO latency.
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(see Fig. 5.29(b)), and the total throughput of user increases because of its increased

downlink throughput (see Fig. 5.29(c)). On the other hand, we can observe in Fig. 5.29

that the proposed scheme achieves much better performance in all of fairness, packet

drop ratio, and the user throughput, than the schemes in [36] and [39]. As already

described in Fig. 5.28, it is caused by the desirable features of the proposed scheme,

which are the less contention, longer effective connection time, and shorter HO latency.

Finally, we present the performance of the system for various L2-HO latency in

Fig. 5.30. It obvious that the packet drop ratio increases and throughput decrease when

L2-HO latency increase. This is because a longer L2-HO latency will reduce the effec-

tive connection time which increases the connection loss. It causes more packets to be

dropped during HO and the throughput will decrease. Meanwhile, the fairness index

does not change significantly when the L2-HO latency is varied between 40 ms ∼ 200

ms. Overall, the simulation results also show that the proposed scheme outperforms

the comparison schemes. The reason is exactly the same with that of in Figs. 5.28 and

5.29. This confirms the advantage of the proposed HO scheme.
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Chapter 6

Conculsion

In this dissertation, we have proposed resource management schemes for improving

the performance of enterprise WLANs. The proposed resource management schemes

include a centralized channelization and AP selection schemes also known as UA

schemes. The centralized channelization scheme exploits the channel bonding to im-

prove the throughput. The channelization scheme consists of three main steps, i.e.,

interference graph generation, channel allocation, and primary channel selection. The

interference graph is built by considering direct and hidden interference relation. Thus,

it gives a more accurate prediction regarding the effect that an AP can cause to the other

APs. Furthermore, the channel allocation is dedicated to maximizing the total network

throughput by allocating a wider channel to the AP which has a relatively small total

number of interference sources. Finally, the primary channel is selected to maximize

the channel utilization.

On the other hand, the UA scheme for the enterprise environment (quasi-static

mobility) targets simultaneously (1) high throughput performance, (2) load balancing

among working APs, and (3) the energy efficiency enhancement by AP sleeping, un-
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der complicated environment where time-division and space-division multiple access

techniques are considered together with channel sharing and MU-MIMO and the mul-

ticast traffic as well as unicast traffic is supported. We have designed the UA scheme

by using an optimization technique. Regardless the complexity of the problem, our de-

velop technique transforms the problem into solvable problem so that the solution can

be efficiently derived. Even though the optimization approach itself is a standard one,

since we took account of all technical issues mentioned above, which can be raised in

real enterprise WLANs, the proposed scheme can be a very practical solution.

Our implementation and experiment of the proposed channelization and UA scheme

demonstrate the feasibility and practicality of the scheme. The experiment results re-

veal that the proposed channelization scheme successfully exploits the channel bond-

ing even in dense WLAN environment. Thus, the total network throughput can be in-

creased. On the other hand, the experiment results also demonstrate that the proposed

UA scheme well adapts to the dynamic change of the offered load on WLAN. More-

over, the extensive simulations show that the proposed UA scheme is superior to the

existing schemes in almost all performance measures including the system through-

put, the load balancing factor, and the energy efficiency (i.e., the ratio of WAP). In

summary, since the proposed scheme well adapts to various practical WLAN environ-

ments and significantly improve the performance, the scheme can be used in realizing

the enterprise WLANs with high performance-to-cost ratio.

Finally, for vehicular environments, we have also proposed a graph-based HO

scheduling scheme. The proposed scheme exploits the characteristic that the move-

ment of a user is predictable with high accuracy on the basis of road topology. It en-

ables the computation of the HO schedule by a central server in advance considering

only the information about the network configurations and road topologies. Using the

computed HO schedule, the user only needs to decide when to initiate the connection

to the next PoA while moving on the road segment. This technique realizes a very
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fast and efficient HO in the vehicular environment. Moreover, since the HO schedul-

ing is conducted by the central server, the proposed scheme may take advantage of

easily utilizing abundant computing and storage resources in the cloud, and the users

are free from the burden of calculating their HO schedules. Regardless of its central-

ized feature, the proposed scheme introduces very low communication overhead. The

simulation results also show that the proposed scheme outperforms the comparison

schemes on all performance metrics. Therefore, we believe that the proposed scheme

can help strengthening the position of WiFi as an alternative technology of cellular

network for providing a low-cost Internet access in the vehicular environment.
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